Public Sale 301 - Wednesday 5th June 2019
Viewing on Sale Day 2pm to 6:45pm
Please note all boxes are marked B*

Start of Auction 7pm Prompt
Mixed Lots
1 B* A FOREIGN ACCUMULATION including Austria 19th century duplicated on stockleaves some nicely fine used and
Newspaper stamps identified, Netherlands 1940s-50s mint sets, Child Fund sets mint, Surinam collection on leaves 1938-68
mint sets, Neth. Indies, Greece on pages, in packets mint & used, Germany areas mint & used with odd better, Indonesia on Scott
leaves, USA on leaves and pages, Austria used in DAVO printed album, France in a nice SG stockbook, a few Faroe Is. &
£ 150
Greenland, Spain & Switzerland from earlies to modern in peg album etc, intr lot. (BOX).
2 B* A WORLD Accumulation in binders and albums with better noted Benham World War Coin covers, WWI & WWII for
Australia or NZ with some limited editions, French Morocco & Morocco Agencies in a binder, France 1970-1979 mint collection
of mainly sets in a KA-BE hingeless printed album, Albania & Serbia on Hagners, Bulgaria from Lions, Monaco earlies to 1f,
£ 120
Switzerland earlies to 3f used, West Germany well filled binder, etc, heavy lot.
3 B* A worldwide accumulation in a shoebox with an extensive range on stockcards, in packets, loose, envelopes etc, early
£ 60
to modern mint & used, huge range of countries with some better, mint sets etc, needs careful sorting, 100s.
4 B* Accumulation in a smaller carton with useful very modern for Greenland, Australia, Liechtenstein cards etc, some in year
folders, Jersey 2010-2013 P/Packs, also attractive U/M miniature sheets incl Tristan Da Cunha, various in some packets and
£ 40
loose, world in a Globe Trotter album, Malayan states etc, intr lot.
5 B* BOX - A world accumulation in stockbooks, on and off paper, loose, junior collections, GB, Foreign, Greece collection
£ 35
in springback album, GB on paper in a shoebox etc, 1000s to sort.
6 B* BOX of WORLD in stockbooks, packets, envelopes, on and off paper, loose, all periods mint & used, FDCs incl GB,
£ 50
Belgium colln, Finland ranges on leaves, France etc, 1000s to sort.
£ 30
7 B* Box of world material in albums incl France, USA, Belgium and binder of QEII Silver Jubilee.
8 B* Box of world on leaves in 3 folders incl. Americas, East Europe etc. Approx 700 sheets. Some GB QEII off paper defins
£ 30
and Post Office stamp guides present.
9 B* BOXFILE with a world accumulation of folders and some modern sheetlets noted Tristan Da Cunha Titanic sheet,
Monaco, Gibraltar, NZ Air Force, old time world on leaves, Compac souvenir folder (pen mark), world on stockcards etc. Intr
£ 26
sorter.
10 B* BOXFILE with a world assembly all periods mint & used including USA earlier to 50c orange, France Sans Valeur
labels, Albania earlier, Australia on cards and stockpages, Australia & Australian states, plenty to sort through, etc, 100s.£ 50
11 B* British Commonwealth accumulation in a carton including Malayan states, Singapore to $5 on leaves, Malta in printed
£ 100
hingeless album, New Age albums (2) with GVI/QEII colln, m & u, Malaysia in a binder etc, 100s.
12 B* British Commonwealth accumulation in a heavy box noted Hong Kong modern on Hagners u/m, Royal Omnibus issues
£ 50
incl 1978 Coronation, sparse in a nice stockbook, binders, Br. Africa etc, 100s.
13 B* British Commonwealth accumulation in stockbooks, on and off paper, loose, all periods mint & used including Egypt
from early issues on leaves, binder with many different countries incl Newfoundland 1937 Coronation long set mint etc, 1000s
£ 60
to sort.
14 B* British Commonwealth all period country collections mint & mainly used in 10 sided SG stockbooks mainstream but
includes some better values and huge variety including Hong Kong, Egypt, Australian states, New Zealand from QV Chalons,
BWI, GB overprints, Malayan states, Br. Guiana, N. Rhodesia incl GV to 5s used, Bahamas, S. Africa GV onwards etc, 1000s.
£ 110
15 B* British Commonwealth all period country collections mint & mainly used in thirteen 10 sided SG stockbooks
mainstream but includes some better values and huge variety including Barbados from QV imperfs, Bahrain, Canada, S.
£ 85
Australia, Tasmania, AAT, Malta, Sierra Leone, Sarawak, Tristan Da Cunha, Kuwait, Gibraltar etc, etc, 1000s.
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16 B* British Commonwealth all period country collections mint & mainly used in eleven 10 sided SG stockbooks mainstream
but includes some better values and huge variety including Gold Coast, Southern Rhodesia, N. Borneo, Brunei, Burma, NZ back
of the book, Ascension Is., Cayman Is., South Africa, Australia from GV Roos & Heads, Singapore, Aden, Burma etc, etc, 1000s.
£ 160
17 B* British Commonwealth all period country collections mint & mainly used in eleven 10 sided SG stockbooks mainstream
but includes some better values and huge variety including New Zealand GVI mint, Falkland Is. 1938 1/3d mint blk of 6, Ceylon
& Cyprus mint & used, 1946 Victory sets mint, 1937 Coronation sets mint, Malaysia, FMS, Straits Sett. to $5, Bermuda,
£ 185
Rhodesia, Palestine, Ceylon incl GV to R10 unused or fiscal used, India etc, etc, 1000s.
18 B* British Commonwealth all period country collections mint & mainly used in eleven 10 sided SG stockbooks mainstream
but includes some better values and huge variety including Cape of Good Hope 4d blue triangles (2), Sudan, Seychelles incl QV
£ 150
75c specimen mint, Egypt, South Africa, India QV-GV plus back of the book, Nigeria, etc, etc, 1000s.
19 B* British Commonwealth an extensive accumulation in large shoebox on dozens of stockcards covering a huge range of
countries QV to modern, some nice modern U/M sets from areas like BIOT, AAT, Australia, Ascension, Grenadines, earlier to
£ 125
1960s on stockcards priced up, 1949 UPU some mint sets, India and states, so much here to sort through, 100s.
20 B* British Commonwealth BOXFILE with a useful QV to modern, mint and used ranges on stockpages, Hagners, leaves
etc odd better throughout including Sierra Leone, Gold Coast, NZ 1993 Stamp pack, plus many other countries, emphasis on
£ 100
QV to middle periods, 100s.
21 B* British Commonwealth BOXFILE with a useful QV to modern, mint and used ranges on stockpages, Hagners, leaves
etc odd better throughout including Sarawak, Trinidad & Tobago, India, Gibraltar, Mauritius, Canada QV heads, Br. Africa,
£ 60
Ceylon, Br. Antarctic Terr. set to £5 u/m, many other countries, emphasis on QV to middle periods, 100s.
22 B* British Commonwealth BOXFILE with a useful QV to modern, mint and used ranges on stockpages, Hagners, leaves
etc odd better throughout including Malaya states, Rhodesia, Nigeria, Sarawak, Ceylon from QV onwards, useful India, many
£ 60
other countries, emphasis on QV to middle periods, 100s.
23 B* British Commonwealth CARTON of collections and ranges including Australia SG printed album with good
mainstream used collection GV to 1989, New Zealand in SG printed loose-leaf album from imperf Chalons to modern 1980s
mint & used, old time collection in three Simplex springback albums noted Hong Kong 1935 SJ set mint, Br. Africa, BWI, etc,
£ 180
1000s to sort.
24 B* British Commonwealth extensive accumulation in a shoebox with many mint and used, all periods QV to modern,
£ 50
allsorts on stockcards, in packets, loose, small stockbooks etc, super sorter lot, 100s.
25 B* British Commonwealth extensive ranges in a shoebox on stockcards, in packets, loose, envelopes etc, QV to modern
£ 60
mint & used, huge range of countries with some better, needs careful sorting, 100s.
26 B* British Commonwealth in a BOX with 100s in binders, stockbooks, some country sections in stockbooks, mint QEII
ranges in a well filled binder with Hagner pages, New Zealand SG printed album mint and used, etc, 100s, heavy sorter lot.£ 75
27 B* Carton containing all world mixture in albums and stockbooks. Includes large, sparse Schaubek printed album.£ 25
£ 30
28 B* Carton of world in albums and loose with many to sort through 100's.
29 B* CARTON of worldwide - Noted Germany Inflation issues in peg fitting album, Ireland mint / unmounted mint on
Hagners incl Map & Sword to 1s mint, Holy Year set u/m, postage dues to 1s mint, later to 1983, Austria Schaubek printed
album, stockbook incl European ranges mint & used, French Colonies mint / U/M in a tatty stockbook, Netherlands collection
£ 120
STC £100s, Canada QV to modern in well filled binder, 100s, heavy lot.
30 B* CARTON of worldwide - Noted Russia thematic sets on Hagners, USA collection in a well filled 22 ring binder,
£ 60
European ranges, world loose on and off paper in bags, packets, envelopes, springback album etc, 1000s to sort.
31 B* Carton with range of world material including Czech in ring binder, packets, loose material with covers also present.
£ 40
Also contains Stanley Gibbons digital microscope.
32 B* Carton with world FDC's, thin India stockbook, small stockbook of Coronation of QEII and modern GB in red album.
£ 30
33 B* Carton with world in albums and on loose leaves. Also bag of loose off paper QEII GB kiloware.

£ 30

34 B* Collector's Clearout in a BOX with 100s in packets and bags loose on and off paper, odd stockbook / binder, world
£ 25
countries, all periods mint & used, plenty to sort.
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35 B* Collector's Clearout in a BOX with 100s in packets, stockbooks, loose on and off paper, some country sections in
£ 25
stockbooks, GB early to modern in a large binder, few useful in a Triumph album etc, 100s, sorter lot.
36 B* Collector's Clearout in a BOX with 100s in packets, stockbooks, loose on and off paper, some country sections in
stockbooks, GB early to modern, German Memel in special hingeless album mint & used, world in a well filled springback binder
£ 48
etc, 100s, sorter lot.
37 B* Collector's Clearout in a BOX with 100s in packets, stockbooks, loose on and off paper, some country sections in
stockbooks, GB early to modern, world in a well filled springback album, Concorde covers and stamps in special Westminster
£ 50
colln, Br. C/Wealth and foreign in a springback binder etc, 100s, sorter lot.
38 B* Collector's Clearout in a BOX with 100s in packets, stockbooks, loose on and off paper, some country sections in
£ 30
stockbooks, GB early to modern incl few better 2003-4 FDCs etc, 100s, sorter lot.
39 B* Collector's Clearout in a BOX with few GB FDCs one with House of Commons CDS, Buckingham Palace CDS, 100s
in packets and bags loose on and off paper, odd stockbook/binder, world countries, all periods mint & used, plenty to sort£ 25
40 B* Collector's Clearout in a BOX with Pope John Paul II special cover album, 100s in packets and bags loose on and off
£ 25
paper, odd stockbook / binder, world countries, all periods mint & used, plenty to sort.
£8
41 B* COMMONER Material in a large box with various GB Machins, large special album, PHQs etc. Heavy lot.
42 B* DOZENS OF 3 strip stockcards in a well filled shoebox with a worldwide assembly of country sections and ranges with
strength in British Africa, Germany, Spain, Norway, Italy, South America, NZ, Iceland, India, Malta, Canada, Ireland etc, 100s.
£ 60
43 B* EUROPE - Accumulation in stockbooks & Lindner printed album with all periods mint and used with useful sections
for Switzerland from early Sitting Helvetias to 1f gold, imperf to 40r, Germany Occupations and Territories in a well filled
Lindner album incl Serbia mint sets, Estonia, Gen Govt, Luxembourg, Bohemia & Moravia, France used assembly in a
springback noted 1936 100th Flight set used (cat £180), Greece 1976-86 mint collection in printed album, Austria in two DAVO
£ 280
albums with nice sets etc, plenty to go at here, 100s. Heavy BOX.
44 B* EUROPE all period country collections mint & mainly used in seventeen 10 sided SG stockbooks mainstream but
includes some better values and huge variety including Greece, Russia, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Italy, Austria, Belgian
Congo, Hungary, Netherlands, Portugal, Bulgaria, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Spain, Switzerland, Belgium etc, etc, 1000s.£ 200
45 B* EUROPE all period country collections mint & mainly used in twenty one 10 sided SG stockbooks mainstream but
includes some better values and huge variety including Spain and colonies, Hungary, Greece, Poland, Austria, Latvia, Lithuania,
Germany from 1870s, France from 1840s, German Zones, Italy plus back of the book, Portugal & Colonies, Belgium early to
£ 225
modern, Romania, Switzerland earlies to middle, Netherlands etc, etc, 1000s.
46 B* Large box of world material with many to sort through in tins and albums. Also many used QEII on hagners. Some
£ 25
FDC's present.
£ 20
47 B* Large carton of all world material in packets, tins etc. Some FDC's present. Many to sort 100's.
48 B* MAINLY LOOSE ON AND OFF PAPER - BOX containing a worldwide accumulation mixed ranges on and off paper,
£ 50
country ranges in stockbooks, packets, envelopes great sorter, 1000s.
49 B* MIXED WORLD accumulation in stockbooks, on and off paper, loose, all periods mint & used including Switzerland
£ 50
collection in springback album, Br. C/W on stockpages etc, 1000s to sort.
50 B* PACKETS GALORE in a long file box with 1000s mint and used to sort through, many in country sections, all periods,
£ 30
plenty here, interesting sorter.
51 B* PACKETS GALORE in a long file box with 1000s mint and used to sort through, many in country sections, all periods,
£ 30
plenty here, interesting sorter.
52 B* Shoebox containing 30 club books with various countries including Canada, Italy, Rhodesia etc. Remainder PTSA £500.
£ 45
53 B* Shoebox containing all world better material in packets, many to sort through 100's

£ 25

54 B* Shoebox of many world countries in packets, including Australia and India. Good sorter 100's.

£ 25

55 B* SORTER LOT- WORLD accumulation in stockbooks, packets, envelopes, on and off paper, loose, all periods mint
£ 50
& used, FDCs incl GB, etc, 1000s to sort.
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56 B* SOUTH & CENTRAL AMERICAS - all period country collections mint & mainly used in ten 10 sided SG stockbooks
mainstream but includes some better values and huge variety including Peru, Mexico, Argentina, Chile, Honduras, Colombia,
£ 80
Brazil, Uruguay, Venezuela, Ecuador, El Salvador etc, etc, 1000s.
57 B* STOCK PAGES in a Boxfile with 19th century to modern culled from various collections incl France UNESCO U/M
in blks of 4, New Hebrides incl 1949 UPU set m, Austria mint sets, Switzerland earlies, S. Arabia, etc, intr lot, very diverse.
£ 45
58 B* WORLD ACCUMULATION including Australia, Netherlands, Poland, USA, Switzerland in stockbook etc, 100s to
£ 28
sort. BOX.
£ 30
59 B* World FDC's and covers in carton. Good sortter, must for an ebayer.
60 B* World in shoebox with many to sort in packets, stockcards and pages 100's.

£ 25

61 B* Worldwide accumulation in a shoebox with an extensive range on stockcards, in packets, loose, envelopes etc, early
to modern mint & used, huge range of countries with some better, mint sets, noted West Germany, Israel mint in small stockbook,
£ 60
France mint on stockcards, Greece mint etc, etc, needs careful sorting, 100s.
62 A large well filled 64 sided stockbook crammed with 7480+ stamps all different for countries A to G mainly used, sections
include Australia, Belgium, BWI, Canada, Cyprus, Czech., Denmark, France, Germany, GB etc, STC £4625, estimated at only
£ 115
2½% catalogue to sell.
63 A WORLD assembly in six circulated club books with substantial values remaining with many different countries Europe,
£ 150
Middle East, Asia, Americas etc, 100s, PTSA £1500.
64
A WORLD COLLECTION in an enormous Master Global printed album, mint and used ranges for many different
£ 85
countries noted Austria, Belgium, China, Argentina, Afghanistan from imperfs etc, 100s.
65
A WORLD COLLECTION in an overfull Triumph album with huge quantity of mint and used, all periods noted Br.
C/Wealth, European, Asia, Americas, French colonies, China & Taiwan, GB, Br. Africa, Australian states etc, etc, possibly
£ 150
6000+.
66 An interesting an unusual collection of postmarks on 19th century worldwide singles stamps and some pretty 19th century
covers neatly assembled on leaves, includes huge variety noted Hungary, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands incl 1852 imperfs very
fine used, 1835 E.L. HOLLANDE PAR ANVERS, Austria postmarks, Peru surcharges P/S card from 1898, Romania 1894-6
covers (2), Russia, Spain incl Imperfs on E.L., 1865 with 5 chargemark, USA 3c red perfs on covers (2), Switzerland, German
£ 300
states singles, France imperfs, Spain imperfs, etc, beautiful collection. (24 covers, c135 singles).
67 ARCHIVE BOX - A world accumulation in stockbooks, on and off paper, loose, junior collections, GB, Foreign etc, 1000s
£ 25
to sort.
68 ARCHIVE BOX - A world accumulation in stockbooks, on and off paper, loose, junior collections, GB, Foreign etc, 1000s
£ 25
to sort.
69 ARCHIVE BOX - A world accumulation in stockbooks, on and off paper, loose, junior collections, GB, Foreign etc, 1000s
£ 25
to sort.
70 ARCHIVE BOX - A world accumulation in stockbooks, on and off paper, loose, junior collections, GB, Foreign etc, 1000s
£ 25
to sort.
71 ARCHIVE BOX - A world accumulation in stockbooks, on and off paper, loose, junior collections, GB, Foreign etc, 1000s
£ 25
to sort.
72 ARCHIVE BOX - A world accumulation in stockbooks, on and off paper, loose, junior collections, GB, Foreign etc, 1000s
£ 25
to sort.
73 ARCHIVE BOX - A world accumulation in stockbooks, on and off paper, loose, junior collections, GB, Foreign etc, 1000s
£ 25
to sort.
74 ARCHIVE BOX - A world accumulation in stockbooks, on and off paper, loose, junior collections, GB, Foreign etc, 1000s
£ 25
to sort.
75 British Africa collection in a well filled Springback album including mainly GVI to QEII collections for Uganda, Zambia
incl sets to £1 mint, many nice commem issues, Zanzibar from 1930s to 1950s, Zimbabwe many modern sets incl values to $2,
£ 40
etc, nice colourful lot, 100s.
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76 British Africa: Ex-estate mainstream mint and used collection on leaves in three well filled springback albums from a huge
QV-1980s collection with many useful little nuggets here and there, jumbled on leaves mainly by reigns includes Swaziland with
GVI perf varieties, 1948 RSW set mint, Tanzania colourful commems used, Sudan, SWA incl 1931 Foreign Parcel Post form
used, 1937 Coronation set in used bllks of 4, Transvaal incl EDVII to £1 used, N & S Rhodesia incl GVI to 10s used, Nyasaland
incl 1949 RSW set mint, Botswana, OFS, Gold Coast incl 1948 RSW set mint, Ghana, Gambia, Natal, Cape of Good Hope
triangles (poor) incl 1d red (4), 4d blue (4), 6d, 1s (2), Griqualand ovpts (7), Sierra Leone, Somaliland, Bechuanaland incl 1948
RSW set mint, Basutoland incl 1948 RSW set mint, Nigeria incl 1938 to 5s mint, 1948 RSW set mint, Rhodesia & Nyasaland
£ 275
to £1, etc, 100s, mainly all different with high catalogue value.
77 British Asia - Pacific: Ex-estate mainstream mint and used collection on leaves in three well filled springback albums from
a huge QV-1980s collection with many useful little nuggets here and there, jumbled on leaves mainly by reigns includes Fiji
1938 to 1/6 mint, 1948 RSW set mint, QEII to 2/6, extensive Australia mainstream, Br. Solomon Is. 1948 RSW set mint, Brunei,
New Zealand with better, Tonga, North Borneo, Niue, Norfolk Is., Christmas Is., Labuan, Gilbert & Ellice Is. etc in three well
£ 250
filled springback albums, 100s, mainly all different with high catalogue value.
78 British Commonwealth 16 sided well filled stockbook with jumbled ranges mint & used including many different countries
£ 22
more modern issues mint & used, some foreign etc, 100s.
79 British Commonwealth 16 sided well filled stockbook with jumbled ranges mint & used including many different countries
more modern issues South Georgia u/m sets, Turks & Caicos 1948 RSW 10s mint, Ascension Is. sets to £5 U/M, Australia CTO
£ 24
to 2011, etc, 100s.
80 British Commonwealth 32 sided well filled stockbook with jumbled ranges mainly mint including many different countries
£ 32
more modern issues mint & used, some foreign etc, 100s.
81 British Commonwealth collection in three well filled springback albums with some useful country sections QV to modern
mint and used, noted St Helena, Qatar incl GB Castles surcharge 5r & 10r fine used, Pitcairn Is., Muscat, Gibraltar, Barbuda,
Hong Kong, S. Arabia, Palestine to £1, Pakistan, Burma good ranges incl GVI to 2r mint, Br. Virgin Is. incl 1948 RSW set mint,
Br. Guiana incl 1948 RSW set mint, Sarawak, Br. Antarctic Terr., Turks & Caicos Is., Seychelles incl better earlier, etc, 100s
£ 250
with high catalogue value.
82 British Commonwealth George Sixth printed album in green with a useful mint and used collection with many 1938 part
sets to shilling values or greater, huge range of different countries noted St. Helena 3d blue mint, Br. Africa incl sets, S. Africa
£ 450
sets m & u, Rhodesia's, BWI, Br. Asia etc, 100s, useful catalogue value.
83 British Commonwealth - George Sixth printed album with an extensive mainly fine used collection well filled for many
different countries to middle or top values, noted Aden 1937 Dhow set to 2r, 1939 set to 5r, 1951 surch set to 5s on 5r, Antigua
1938 set to 5s, Ascension, Australia mainly complete, Bahamas to 5s, Bahrain 1938 to 10r, 1942-45 set, 1948 set to 5r on 5s,
Barbados to 5s, Basutoland to 2/6, Bechuanaland to 5s, Bhopal, Br. Guiana 1938 set, Br. Honduras to $2, Br. Solomon Is. to
10s, Brunei to $1, Burma, Canada mostly complete, Cayman Is.,Ceylon, Cochin, Cyprus 1938 to £1, Dominica to 5s, Eritrea
to 5s on 5s, Falkland Is. 1938 to 1/3, 1952 set to 10s, Falks. Deps., Fiji, Gold Coast, Grenada, Hong Kong to $5, 1941 Cent.
set, India to 25r, 1948 Ghandi set (10r has faults), 1949 to 10r, officials, Jamaica to £1, Malayan states, KUT to 10s, Kuwait,
Leeward Is., Malta sets, Morocco Agencies, NZ postal fiscals to £2, Nyasaland, Pakistan, Pitcairn Is., BWI, Seychelles, Sierra
Leone, Singapore to $5, S. Africa, SWA, Sudan, Tonga, etc, etc. Album is in poor condition and most pages with pencil prices
£ 1500
from 1970s, a huge amount of different approx. 3900 stamps. Very high cat value.
84 British Commonwealth group of stockcards with useful pickings mint and used all periods noted Canada Queen heads,
Ceylon GVI mint, Malayan states Butterfly sets mint, Indian states, India incl QV to 3r, Malta, Newfoundland, Aden, Sarawak,
£ 48
N. Rhodesia GV 5s used, etc, interesting lot.
85 British Commonwealth GVI Printed album in green (stained cover) containing a mainly mint collection with many 100s
of different throughout representing many countries A to Z, many part sets, and ranges to middle values, good selection of 1949
£ 450
UPU sets mint, useful catalogue value, 100s.
86 British Commonwealth - GVI Printed album in green with a sparse mint and used range, clean album, expensive new. Ideal
£ 150
for expansion.
87 British Commonwealth IDEAL ALBUM 1915-1930 a quite well filled smaller Ideal printed album with good range of
countries mint and used incl Jamaica, Hong Kong, India, Ceylon, Canada, BWI, Australia etc, some tones or mixed otherwise
£ 85
nice early collection.
88

British Commonwealth King George 6th printed album with sparse mint and used ranges, clean album.
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£ 110

89 British Commonwealth large peg album with useful country sections mint and used mainly QEII issues plus a few covers,
noted Christmas Is., Aitutaki, Cook Is. incl OHMS cvrs (3), Fiji EDVII onwards, Norfolk Is., Papua & New Guinea, Pitcairn
£ 60
Is., Solomon Is., Tonga incl foil embossed sets etc. Attractive collection.
90 British Commonwealth large sparse stockbook of mint & used incl Hong Kong GV to $2, Mauritius, Rhodesia, Bermuda,
£ 30
BWI, some modern GB Machins f.u. etc, odd mix.
91 British Commonwealth mainly earlier QV to middle periods mint and used, mixed condition on a few stockpages, noted
£ 25
1946 Victory mint ranges, Australian states incl Queensland, W. Australia, NZ, HK, Transvaal, Australia etc.
92
British Commonwealth mint and used assembly of mainly modern issues in a stockbook including Pitcairn Is., PNG,
£ 24
Australia, AAT, COCOS (Keeling) Is. mint blocks of 4 etc, colourful assembly. STC £347.
93 British Commonwealth old time collection mint and used on leaves all periods noted N. Hebrides, NZ incl postal fiscals
£ 45
to $10, Fiji, Australia incl Roos to 2s brown (2) etc, mixed but pickings to be had.
94 British Commonwealth - Overprints on GB collection on leaves with some useful country sections QV to modern mint
and used, noted Morocco Agencies QV to 1p, Spanish; EDVII 1p on 10d mint, omnibus sets, Br. Occ. Italian Colonies; 1939-48
60m on 2/6 & 120m on 5s mint, Tangier incl 1948 RSW £1 mint, Br. P.O. in Eastern Arabia 1948 RSW 15r on £1 mint, QEII
Castles surcharges mint to 5r, Middle East Forces, Kuwait incl 1948 RSW set m, QEII Castles 10r on 10s used (2), Bahrain GVI
£ 100
5r mint, QEII Castles 2r & 5r mint, etc, 100s with high catalogue value.
95 British Commonwealth small stockbook with good range of countries mint and used incl GV/GVI issues Br. Africa, BWI,
£ 30
Ascension GVI in blks of 4 mint, Sudan, etc, useful little lot.
96 British Commonwealth stockbook with jumbled ranges including Dominica QV to QEII mint & used from QV defins &
£ 28
surchs., Grenada incl GV ½d green multiples mint, QV Chalons 1d green unused (3), GV vals to 2s mint, etc.
97 British Commonwealth useful QV to modern collection jumbled on leaves with better noted Straits Sett. 1867 8c & 32c
surch used, 1867-72 to 96c (2), 1880 10c on 30c claret trade cachet cancel, NZ, Malayan states, Leeward Is., India and states,
£ 150
Hong Kong, 1953 Coronation omnibus mint etc, useful lot. 100s.
98 British Commonwealth well filled stockbook of mint & used containing many 100s of different throughout representing
£ 48
countries A to Z, QV to modern, noted Br. Africa, HK, India, BWI, NSW etc, 100s.
99 British Commonwealth well filled stockbook of mint & used containing many 100s of different throughout representing
countries A to Z, QV to modern, noted Br. Africa, HK P. Due 1c brown mint blk of 6, $5 green and violet used strip of 3 (cat
£ 48
£72), India, BWI, Australian states etc, 100s.
100 British Commonwealth well filled stockbook of mint & used containing many 100s of different throughout representing
countries A to Z, QV to modern, noted Aden, Ascension, Barbados, Bermuda, Bechuanaland, Basutoland 1935 SJ set m, Ceylon,
Cyprus, Falkland Is., Fiji, HK 1954 $10 used, Jamaica, India, Leeward Is. 1948 RSW set m, Malta, Mauritius, Singapore, St
£ 100
Helena, etc, 100s.
101 British Europe collection in a large stockbook including some better Cyprus QV-QEII incl GVI to 90pi used, Malta QV£ 25
QEII, Gibraltar etc.
102 British West Indies: Ex-estate mainstream mint and used collection on leaves in two well filled springback albums from
a huge QV-1980s collection with many useful little nuggets here and there, jumbled on leaves mainly by reigns includes Trinidad
early Britannia defins to 1s, Tobago, Trinidad & Tobago 1938 to $4.80 used, Cayman Islands, Dominica, Montserrat, Antigua
from QV earlies, 1948 RSW set mint, QEII to $4.80, Grenada incl 1948 RSW set mint, Leeward Is incl 1948 RSW set mint,
St Christopher, St Lucia incl 1948 RSW set mint, St Vincent incl 1948 RSW set mint, Bahamas incl 1938 to 5s mint or used,
1948 RSW £1 mint & used, Barbados, Br. Honduras Bermuda incl 1948 RSW set mint, QEII minor varieties in mint blocks etc,
£ 250
100s, mainly all different with high catalogue value.
103 FOREIGN Unmounted mint and mint in a large KA-BE binder with Austria 1960s U/M blocks of 4 in packets, United
Nations U/M sets for Vienna, Ryukyu 1960s in sets on cards, 1970 M/S (5), Japan 1960s U/M sets and M/S, etc, colourful lot.
£ 60
104 IDEAL ALBUMS - Part I & II for Br. Colonies and Foreign countries, a sparse mixed mint and used assembly with odd
better incl Ceylon GV R2 mint, few GB, Canada 1897 Jubilee 8c unused, Europe etc, very mixed. Albums are very poor
£ 45
condition.
105
IMPERIAL ALBUM - British Colonies QV to GV in an enormous printed album, mint and used ranges for many
different countries mainly to middle values, covers the entire Empire, some marks on the leather bound cover otherwise mainly
£ 250
sound, 100s.
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106 MEXICO & CHILE - Two stockbooks one with useful earlier collection of Mexico including airs, second stockbook with
£ 20
modern pictorial Chile issues, thematics etc, 100s.
£ 25
107 Shoebox of all world off paper material incl Denmark, GB, Italy and many others. Great sorter 100's.
108

Small box with lots of packets containg all world, off paper material. Great little ebay lot.

£ 25

109
Two large stockbooks, one 50 sided well filled & other smaller 16 sided, containing 5730 stamps all different for
countries G to Z mainly used, sections include Hungary, Germany, Ireland, Malaysia, NZ, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Spain,
£ 58
Switzerland, USA, BWI and many more etc, STC £2320, estimated at only 2½% catalogue to sell.
£ 40
110 World collection in 4 Strand albums with wide range of diversity present. Approx 4000 stamps.
111

World collection in large Timbres Poste album with useful Egypt, USA, Formosa, Indonesia etc. (approx 1000) £ 25

112 World collection in large Timbres Poste album with useful Portugal & Cols, Switzerland, Czech, Turkey etc. (Approx
£ 40
2000)
£ 25
113 World ranges on leaves in a smaller box noted all periods mint and used, India, Lebanon, Iraq,
ACCESSORIES
£5

114 B* Ten empty cover albums of various size.
115

LITERATURE
2017 Stanley Gibbons Commonwealth and British Empire stamp catalogue in good condition.

£ 10

OMNIBUS

116 1935 Silver Jubilee sets fine used on Hagners including Nyasaland (2), Hong Kong, Basutoland, St Helena, Antigua,
Ascension, Gambia, Jamaica (2), KUT, Malta, Mauritius, Montserrat, Ceylon, Gibraltar, Cyprus, Falkland Is., etc, (32 diff sets).
£ 125
117 1935 Silver Jubilee sets hinged mint (few unmounted) on Hagners including Nyasaland (2 one corner marginal sheet
number singles), Basutoland, Ascension (2), Gambia, Jamaica, KUT, Malta, Mauritius, Montserrat, Ceylon, Cyprus, GB set in
£ 120
mint blks of 4, Falkland Is., etc, (25 diff sets).
118 1937 Coronation omnibus sets in small binder with good degree of completion, also a few covers incl Falkland Is., both
mint or used, and various part sets, some mixed condition, adhering to the page etc but includes Newfoundland long set mint
£ 30
(fine).
119

1946 Victory almost complete mainly mint sets in special album neatly mounted on printed pages.

£ 18

120 1948 Royal Silver Wedding fine used range of seven different sets for Nigeria, Leeward Is., Fiji, Selangor, St Kitts-Nevis,
£ 24
Antigua & Barbados, mainly fine.
121 1949 UPU omnibus sets in small binder with approx 30 different sets both mint or used, and various part sets, some
£ 30
mixed condition otherwise fine, (approx 30+ sets)
POSTAL HISTORY

122
A selection of 25 British Commonwealth stamps on two cards. All stamps clean and with crisp cancels. Includes
£ 25
Gibraltar pair of 2½d blue, Freetown cancel on KEVII 1D red and Ranohi cancel on QV India 1 anna 6 pies.
REVENUES & CINDERELLA

123 Christmas Anti TB & Red Cross labels affixed to fourteen different covers and postcards from 1912 to 1960s, some
postally used alongside adhs or on reverse flap etc, attractive includes 1912-26 USA PPC's (3), 1921 GB St Dunstan's Their
Sight for us (2 diff), 1946 BOB, Austria 1912 2pf Anti TB, India 1965 Smallpox pair, Australia, N. Rhodesia 1952 Children's
£ 22
Rehabilitation Centre, etc, intr group. (14).
124 Labrador: 1907-1920s Bogus $1 USA Post Office poster stamp with map of Canada and Labrador made unofficially
£ 18
to spark interest of a US P.O. in Labrador printed in black, green and red, unused without gum, fine.
THEMATICS

125 CHURCHILL - Useful collection in two large stockbooks (one is 64 sided) with nice mint and some used collection and
many sets for the 1966 Omnibus issues of Br. Colonies, plus Foreign sets and Miniature sheets from Middle East, Africa, Asia,
£ 48
Americas, Isle of Pabay Gold Foil (5), etc, nice colourful lot ideal for expansion, 100s.
126 ELVIS PRESLEY - Special Westminster collection in binder including USA colourised quarter coins (5), then range
£ 28
of miniature sheets, from Gambia, Liberia, Ghana etc (27 M/S). Expensive original cost!
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127

ADEN
1937 Dhow Complete set of 12 very fine hinged mint, lovely set, SG 1/12 Cat £1200.

128

1939-48 Complete defin set of 13 fine used, SG 16/27, sound.

£ 12

129

1939-48 GVI Complete set of 13 values to 10r unmounted mint, fresh SG 16/27 Cat £120.

£ 60

130

1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted mint, very fine, SG 30/1.

£ 20

131

1949 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted mint, fresh, SG 30/31 Cat £40.

£ 16

132

1951 New Currency surcharge set of 11 unmounted mint, fresh, SG 36/46 Cat £85.

£ 42

£ 400

133 EX-estate mainstream mint and used collection on leaves from a huge 1938-1960s collection with useful little nuggets
£ 28
here and there, jumbled on leaves mainly by reigns includes 1949 RSW set mint (cat £40), 1953 to 2s mint, etc.
134

ADEN - STATES
Hadhramaut: 1955-63 sets unmounted mint for 1955-63 set of 12 and 1963 set of 12, fresh, SG 29/40, 41/52. Cat £78.
£ 38

135

Qu'Aiti state & Seiyun: 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted mint for both states, very fine, SG 14/5. (4).
£ 18

136

Seiyun: 1942 Complete set of 11 unmounted mint, fresh, SG 1/11. Cat £60.

£ 30

137 Seiyun: 1951-54 New Currency complete set of 8 & 1954 defin set of 10 all unmounted mint, fresh, SG 20/27, 29/38.
£ 38
Cat £76.
138
£93

Shihr & Mukalla: 1942-51 sets unmounted mint for 1942-46 set of 11 and 1951 set of 8, fresh, SG 1/11, 20/27. Cat
£ 42

139
(6).

ALAND
1997-2003 Annual Year packs for 1997-99 and 2001-3 each with unmounted mint stamp sets for each year. Mainly fine.
£ 30

140

ANTIGUA
1932 Tercentenary Complete set of 10 hinged mint, fresh SG 81/90 Cat £225.

£ 90

141

1938-51 Complete set of 12 values to £1 unmounted mint, fresh SG 98/109. Cat £130.

£ 65

142

1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted mint, very fine, SG 112/3.

143

1953-62 QEII Complete set of 15 very fine unmounted mint, SG 120a/134 Cat £85.

£ 35

144

ASCENSION
1948 Royal Silver Wedding 10s bright purple high value unmounted mint, fine, SG 51. Cat £50.

£ 25

£8

145
EX-estate mainstream mint and used collection on leaves from a huge GV-1960s collection with useful little nuggets
here and there, jumbled on leaves mainly by reigns includes 1934 to 1s mint, 1935 SJ set mint, 1938 good range of different
printings noted 1d black and green (cat £45), 1s (2), 2/6 (2), 5s, 10s mint (2), 1948 RSW set u/m (cat £50), etc. Useful lot and
£ 125
cat value.
AUSTRALIA

146 1913 2s brown mounted mint example centred right with slight bends and thinned, good perfs and colour, SG 12 Cat
£ 40
£275. Only 15% cat.
147

1915 5s grey and yellow hinged mint with poor short corner in bottom left otherwise fresh colour, SG 42 Cat £275.
£ 35

148

1916 2s brown fine hinged mint example, few blunt perfs top right otherwise fine colour, SG 41 Cat £275.

£ 48

149 1918 10s grey and aniline-pink well centred example used with REGISTERED CDS cancel, vertical red crayon line and
£ 40
short corner in SW otherwise sound, SG 43a Cat £325.
150 1931 Registered first all Australian Air Mail service cover to England with various stamps includes two 6d air stamps
£ 20
a number of creases and small tears although better than some of these.
151

1934 First Official Air Mail typed cover with Ship Mail Room Melbourne cancel Australia to Papua then to England.
£ 18

152

1940 Australian Imperial Forces set of four on Brisbane cover with passed cachet to USA. SG 196/99.
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£ 25

153 1994-95 Wetlands Conservation stamp $10 mountain duck U/M with a bottom left corner imperf proof on white paper
£ 20
printed without the black inscriptions, nice thematic item.
154 CENSOR COVERS - Group of 1940s covers all to the same stamp company in UK bearing 2½d red defins each with
£ 35
OPENED BY CENSOR and PASSED BY CENSOR h/s in violet for 2 or 3, approx 35 covers.
155 Collection in an SG printed loose-leaf album mainly fine used to 1978 includes 1963 Navigators to £1, 1948 Arms set
to £2 used, 1937-49 to £1 used, most 1930s-40s commem sets, GV Heads to 1/4d, Roos to 2s for diff printings etc. Useful cat
£ 75
value.
156 Postage Dues: 1935 large piece bearing large top marginal block of 15 4d carmine and yellow-green tied BROADWAY
£ 25
18 SE 1935 CDS cancels, nice multiple, SG D109 Cat £71 used.
157 Schaubek Printed album with a mint & used collection to 1983 includes 1913 Roos ½d to 2½d & 4d mint (cat £225),
used 1s & 2s (tear), 1915 to 2s brown used, 1929 1s mint top marginal, 1931 to 2s mint, GV Heads 1918 1/4d mint, 1963
Navigators set to £2 mint (cat £120), 1948 Arms set to £2 used, 1937-49 to £1 used, most 1930s-40s commem sets, etc. Huge
£ 180
cat value.
158 Seven Seas Printed album with a mint & used to 1980 includes 1963 Navigators £2 mint (cat £55), 1948 Arms set to
£2 used, 1937-49 to £1 used, most 1930s-40s commem sets, GV Heads to 1/4d, Roos to 5s for diff printings, 1971 Xmas
£ 125
setenant block mint, etc. Huge cat value.
AUSTRALIAN STATES
159 EX-estate mainstream mint and used collection on leaves includes Tasmania Views used, South Australia QV Heads
6d blue perf (2), later to 1s, OS ovpts to 1s, Victoria incl 2s blue on rose mint, used vals to 2s for different printings, Western
Australia incl a few Ship Mail postmarks, New South Wales vals to 5s, Queensland later Chalons to 2s, 2/6, 5s, 10s & £1 mainly
£ 85
fine used, etc, very mixed but useful pickings.

160 New South Wales: 1890 P.10 5s lilac bottom marginal hinged mint example, few gum bends otherwise superb and fresh,
£ 100
SG 263 Cat £275.
161
New South Wales: 1890 P.11 5s lilac hinged mint example, few light tones on reverse perfs and one pulled perf NE
£ 125
corner, otherwise superb and fresh, SG 263a Cat £375.
162 New South Wales: 1897 Diamond Jubilee 1d (1s) green and brown & 2½d (2s6d) gold, carmine and blue both hinged
£ 100
mint with hinge remains and vertical gum bends otherwise very fine appearance, SG 2801/, Cat £300.
163 New South Wales: 1897 Diamond Jubilee 1d (1s) green and brown fine used on paper by corner CDS, sound SG 280.
£ 20
Cat £50.
164

New South Wales: 1897 Diamond Jubilee 1d (1s) green and brown fine used by decent CDS, sound SG 280. Cat £50.
£ 20

165 New South Wales: 1897 Diamond Jubilee 1d (1s) green and brown heavy mounted mint with vertical gum crease, nice
£ 16
looker, SG 280. Cat £50.
166 New South Wales: 1897 Diamond Jubilee 1d (1s) green and brown heavy mounted mint bottom marginal example, sound
£ 20
SG 280. Cat £50.
167 New South Wales: 1947 Queen Victoria Sanatorium Thirlmere NSW 1s & 2s right marginal mint singles, odd mark but
£ 12
mainly fine. (2).
168 New South Wales: Officials; 1881 P.10 8d yellow fine hinged mint example overprinted OS in black, showing additional
£ 100
watermark inverted variety, SG O10a Cat £500 as normal watermark.
169
Old time stockbook with a useful classics range including New South Wales 1850 2d blue (2 Cat £170 each), 1851
imperfs 1d red (3), 2d blue (8), 3d green, 1853 8d yellow (cut into Cat £600),1854 1d (2), 3d green (4), 1854 Square values 5d,
6d grey or brown (10), 8d yellow-orange (cat £1300, tear), 1s red (3), 1856 Registered imperf & perf (3), then a huge range of
£ 350
perf issues to 5s, officials etc. Nice original lot, high cat value.
170 Queensland: 1864 Registered (6d) yellow unused Perf 13 (usual rough perfs) showing SPECIMEN overprint diagonally
£ 75
in black, sound, SG 49s.
171 Victoria: 1900 Anglo-Boer War Patriotic Fund set of 2 hinged mint overall very fresh, both very fine lookers, SG 374/5.
£ 160
Cat £425.
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AUSTRIA
172
1850-2002 Extensive mainly postal used collection on well filled album leaves with many better sets and ranges
including 1850 imperfs mainly complete f.u., 180s perf issues fine used CDS, Head values to 50k used (2 diff printings cat £275
each), newspaper stamps, 1890s complete, 1908 60th Anniv. set to 10k used (cat £150), 1910 80th Birthday 13 vals to 1k used
(cat £200), Lombardy & Venetia, 1922 Musicians Fund set, 1928 Fund 8 of 10 used (cat £114), 1924 Fund set used (cat £111),
1925 air 16 vals to 2s used, 1936 Welfare set used (cat £75), 1935 air to 2s used, 1937 Doctors set used, 1934 Renner set used,
1950 Birds Airs incl 3s & 5s f.u. (cat £320), Plebiscite set used (cat £158), 1951 Fund set used (cat £112), etc, massive amount
£ 600
of commem sets and ranges to 2002. Huge cat value in excess of £2500 for listed alone. 100s.

173
1863-1974 Nice mint and used collection with many commem sets mint / U/M, nice earlies from 1860s to modern,
£ 24
attractive colln in springback album.
174
1945-1998 Mainly fine used collection with many commem sets well filled for each year set mainly from 1950s,
£ 75
attractive colln in DAVO printed album.
BAHAMAS

175 1863-1949 An old time valuable collection from early Chalons by different printings to 1949 UPU mint and used better
throughout including 1863 1d brown-lake f.u., carmine lake unused and used, rose-red unused, red incl wmk varieties (6 various
mint), vermilion unused and used, 4d rose used (5), 6d lilac (15) incl shades (noted aniline), 1s green mint (4), used (4), 1880s
to 1s, 1884 set to 1s used, War Tax ovpts mint mainly complete, 1921-29 10 values to 5s mint, 1920 Peace set to 1s mint (2),
1931 2s & 3s mint, 1935 SJ set m, GVI good range to 5s mint, 1942 Landfall ovpt set mint, 1949 Tercent. set mint, 1948 RSW
set mint, 1949 Cover with 1d Tercen x 3 to London etc, some toning or mixed condition otherwise useful lot STC £2400+.
£ 375
176

1863-77 P.12½ 4d bright rose mint part original gum with usual uneven perfs and bright colour, SG 26 Cat £300.£ 45

177 1863-77 P.12½ 4d brownish rose fine used part A0 barred cancel showing watermark reversed as issued, few uneven
£ 25
perfs and light tones otherwise fine, SG 28, Cat £80.
178 1863-77 P.12½ 4d dull rose fine used part barred cancel showing watermark reversed variety, few uneven perfs and light
£ 22
tones otherwise fine, SG 27x, Cat £60.
179

1863-77 P.12½ 6d lilac part original gum example with usual uneven perfs and few light tones, SG 30 Cat £425.£ 38

180 1863-77 P.12½ 6d violet (aniline) fine used example with part barred cancel, usual uneven perfs and superb colour, SG
£ 28
32 Cat £90.
181
1863-77 P.12½ 6d violet (aniline) hinged original gum, nice mint example with usual uneven perfs and short corner,
£ 48
superb colour, SG 32 Cat £250.
182 1865 Wmk CC P.12½ 1s blue-green hinged mint large part original gum example with few blunt perfs and mainly sound,
£ 550
rare stamp! SG 38 Cat £2750.
183 1865 Wmk CC P.12½ 1s blue-green sound used part A05 cancel with few blunt or uneven perfs, short corner otherwise
£ 40
mainly sound, key stamp! SG 38 Cat £300.
184 1877 Wmk CC 1d scarlet-vermilion hinged mint original gum, few pulled perfs but nice colour, SG 33 Cat £70. £ 20
185 1880 Wmk CC P.14 1s green hinged mint bottom marginal single with margin showing '23' plate number in ornate box,
£ 18
sound, SG 39ba.
£ 110
186 1882 Wmk CA 1d scarlet-vermilion hinged mint original gum, very fine colour, SG 42 Cat £475.
187
£88.

1882-98 Wmk CA 1s green and 1s blue-green both shades hinged mint original gum, very fine colour, SG 44/44a Cat
£ 26

188

1911-19 Complete Staircase set of 6 to 3s hinged mint, fine, SG 75/80 Cat £110.

£ 44

189
1918 ½d green WAR TAX overprint double variety, hinged mint and mainly sound, these are now considered to be
£ 100
forgeries (other issues catalogue c£1800), very impressive looker, SG 91 var.
190

1926 £1 green and black very fine hinged mint example, extremely fresh and sound top value, SG 125 Cat £180.£ 90

191 1930 Tercentenary of Colony set of 5 hinged mint, 2s is bottom marginal and 3s top value is top marginal (mounted on
£ 35
margin only) hence top value is unmounted mint, SG 126/130.
192 1938 Chalky paper £1 deep grey-green and black hinged mint with usual brownish gum, nice fresh example of the top
£ 85
value, SG 157 Cat £250.
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193 1938 Chalky paper 1s grey-black and carmine top left corner marginal example with plate '1' hinged mint on margin only
£ 36
hence the stamps are unmounted mint with usual brownish gum, nice positional piece. SG 155 Cat £70 mint.
194 1938 Chalky paper 5s lilac and blue hinged mint example with usual brownish gum. SG 156 Cat £170 mint. £ 48
195

1938-52 GVI Complete set of 17 unmounted mint to £1 (tone spot), very fresh, SG 149/157a cat £150.

£ 70

196

1942 450th Anniv. of Columbus overprint set of 14 to £1 good to fine used, SG 162/175a.

£ 24

197 1942 GVI 450th Anniv. of Landing of Columbus complete set of 14 unmounted mint to £1, very fresh, SG 162/175a
£ 40
cat £80.
198 1948-63 Hinged mint complete sets for 1948 Tercentenary set to £1 & 1954-63 QEII set to £1 all fine and sound. Cat
£ 50
£175. SG 178/93 & 201/16.
BARBADOS

199 1856-1952 An old time valuable collection from early Britannia's by different printings to 1952 Stamp Centenary mint
and used better throughout including 1856-7 1s black & 6d rose, 1861-70 Rough perfs 1d green (3), 4d blue (7), 6d rose /
vermilion (5), 1s black (4), 1871 to 1s, 1873 3d brown-red, 1875-8 to 1s mauve, 1882 to 1s incl shades, 1892 Seal of Colony
8d & 2/6 mint, 1903 2/6 mint, 1906 Nelson Staircase to 1s m & u, 1909 to 6d mint, 1912 to 1s mint, 1916-20 Large Seahorses
good mint range to 2s (2), 1920 Victory to 1s mint, 1925 Seahorses to 2/6 mint, 1935 SJ set m, 1938 GVI good range to 5s mint,
1948 RSW set mint, 1949 UPU set in mint plate blocks of 6, 1950 set mint, etc, etc, some toning or mixed condition otherwise
£ 375
a very useful lot STC £2500+.
200
201

1866 1s black hinged mint rough perf 14-16 Perkins & Bacon remainders mainly fine example, SG 35, Cat £65.£ 22
1886 5s bistre attractive very fine used example with part BARBADOS CDS on right side, SG 103, Cat £200. £ 85

202 1897 Jubilee White Paper hinged mint set minus 2½d blue (cat £17), odd tone but 2/6 key value very fine, SG 116/118,
£ 100
120/124 Cat £331.
203 1906 Nelson Centenary ½d black and pale green bottom marginal mint example showing watermark inverted & reversed
£ 100
variety, mainly very fine, SG 146y cat £600.
204 1916 ¼d to 4d Seahorses set of seven values each in mint / unmounted mint blocks of 4, very attractive, SG 181/187
£ 100
taken as cheapest shades. (28).
205 1920 Victory set of 12 hinged mint with 3d, 4d, 6d all top marginal hinged on margin stamps unmounted mint, 2s top
£ 60
margin mint, 1921 1d WMk MSCA top marginal (hinged on margin only), SG 2012/12. Cat £150.
£ 42
206 1921 Complete set of 12 Seahorses for both wmks hinged mint, mainly fine, SG 213/28.
207
227.

1921 Wmk MSCA 2s purple on blue bottom marginal PAIR with hinge in margin only, stamps unmounted mint, SG
£ 12

208

1924 Wmk MSCA 1s black on emerald very fine unmounted mint, SG 226.

£ 32

209 1938 (Jan) Perf 14 1d scarlet in an Thomas De La Rue imprint bottom marginal irregular block of 5 mint / unmounted
£ 36
mint, fine, SG 249a Cat £90.
£ 25
210 1938-47 Complete set of 16 to 5s unmounted mint, very fine, SG 248/56a Cat £50.
211 1942 (25 Oct) Reg cover to London bearing 2/6, 6d & 4d seahorse defins tied BARBADOS REGISTRATION CDS
£ 18
cancels with regd etiquette No.8748, mainly sound.
£8
212 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted mint, very fine, SG 265/6.
213

1950 Complete set of 12 to $2.40 black unmounted mint, fine, SG271/82. Cat £55.

£ 26

214

BASUTOLAND
1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted mint, very fine, SG 36/7.

£ 25

215

1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 very fine used, SG 36/7.

£ 20

216

BECHUANALAND
1948 Royal Silver Wedding 10s black high value unmounted mint, fine, SG 137. Cat £42.

£ 21
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BELGIUM
217 1850-59 10c blue on 1850 Cover to Liege (3 margins) neatly tied oval barred numeral and Manur 16th April CDS in
red alongside, and 1859 Entire Letter with 2½ margin 10c blue tied 7 numeral barred cancel with black ANVERS 11 Apr CDS
alongside, to Tirlemont arrival backstamp in black, tape along the top across the stamp otherwise both mainly fine. (2, cat $290
£ 34
on cover).

218 1920 Cover addressed to Sporting Chronicle marked URGENT with 1fr 2fr and 6c. Marked by aeroplane post and air
£ 15
mail express cachet. May relate to the Olympic Games. Minor crease in centre.
BERMUDA

219 1865-1949 An old time valuable collection from early Heads by different printings to 1949 UPU mint and used better
throughout including 1865 1d to 1s used, 6d mint, p.14 x 12½ 6d & 1s mint, 1884-98 sets mint to 1s brown (shades), 1884 to
1s used (shades), 1902-10 Dry Dock issues fine used to 4d, sets mint to 4d, 1910-19 Ship defins to 1s incl shades, 1935 SJ set
m, 1936 set mint, 1938 incl keyplates 2s (4), 2/6, 1948 RSW set m, 1949 UPU set in plate blocks of 6 mint/ U/M, some mixed
£ 220
condition otherwise a very useful lot STC £1000+.
220 1875 1d on 1s green a nice sound fine used example with incomplete duplex cancel, only couple of blunt perfs making
£ 75
a much above average example, SG 17 Cat £250.
£ 125
221 1875 1d on 1s green very fine part original gum with hinge remains, nice example, SG 17 Cat £500.
£ 100

222

1875 1d on 3d yellow-buff very fine part original gum with hinge remains, nice example, SG 16 Cat £450.

223
224

1918 GV Keyplate £1 purple and black on red very fine hinged mint, lovely fresh example, SG 55, Cat £325. £ 125
1918 Keyplate £1 purple and black on red very fine hinged mint example, lovely and fresh, SG 55. Cat £325. £ 135

225

1918 Keyplate 10s green and carmine on pale bluish green hinged mint example mainly fine, SG 54. Cat £180. £ 75

226

1918 Keyplate 2/6 black and red on blue hinged mint example showing 'break in scroll' variety, fine, SG 52a. Cat £325.
£ 125

227
1920 Keyplate 2/6 purple and blue on blue hinged mint example showing 'break in scroll' variety, odd blunt perf
£ 100
otherwise fine, SG 51b ba. Cat £275.
228

1920 Keyplate 4s black and carmine hinged mint example showing 'break in scroll' variety, fine, SG 52b ba. Cat £300.
£ 120

229

1920 Keyplate 5s deep green and deep red on yellow on blue hinged mint example mainly fine, SG 53. Cat £75. £ 30

230

1920-21 Tercentenary Both sets complete to 1s mainly unmounted mint, mostly fine & fresh SG 59/76 Cat £210.£ 85

231

1920-21 Tercentenary of Representative Institutions set of 9 to 1s hinged mint on album page, fine, SG 59/67 Cat £110.
£ 40

232 1921 Tercentenary of Representative Institutions (2nd issue) set of 9 to 1s hinged mint on album page, fine, SG 68/76
£ 38
Cat £100.
233 1924-32 Keyplate 2s & 2/6 both in top left corner marginal plate No.1 examples, hinged on margins only leaving stamps
£ 50
unmounted. Few gum bends otherwise fine, SG 88/89, Cat £110 for mint).
£ 110
234 1932 GV Keyplate 12/6 grey and orange very fine hinged mint, lovely fresh example, SG 93, Cat £250.
235 1936-47 Complete set of 9 to 1/6s brown each in a mint / unmounted mint (mainly) marginal blocks of 4 hinged mint
£ 50
on album page, fine, SG 98/106 Cat £128.
£ 16
236 1936-47 Complete set of 9 unmounted mint, fine, SG 98/106. Cat £32.
237

1937 King George VI coronation stamps on first flight Hamilton Bermuda to New York USA typed cover. SG 107/9.
£ 15

238

1938 2d light blue and sepia left side marginal example, unmounted mint, fine, SG112. Cat £50.

£ 25

239
1938 Keyplate 2/6 black and red on grey-blue top left corner marginal example hinged on margin only leaving stamp
£ 36
unmounted mint, superb, SG 117 Cat £70.
240

1938 Keyplate 2/6 black and red on grey-blue unmounted mint, usual brownish gum otherwise superb, SG 117 Cat £70.
£ 30

241

1938 Keyplate 2s deep purple and ultramarine on grey-blue very fine hinged mint, extremely fresh, SG 116 Cat £110.
£ 44
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242

1938 Keyplate 5s green and red on yellow fine hinged mint, usual brownish gum otherwise superb, SG 118 Cat £150.
£ 50

243

1938 P.14 Keyplate £1 purple and black on red very fine hinged mint, superb & fresh, SG 121 Cat £275.

244

1938 P.14 Keyplate 12/6 grey and brownish orange very fine hinged mint, superb & fresh, SG 120a Cat £225. £ 65

£ 110

245 1938 Pictorial low values in Bradbury Wilkinson imprint bottom marginal PAIRS, mostly hinged on margin only making
the stamps unmounted mint includes 1d, 1½d deep blue and purple-brown, 2d light blue and sepia, 2½d light blue and deep blue,
£ 100
3d black and rose-red, fine, SG 110/11, 112, 113 & 114, cat £250+.
246 1938 Pictorial low values to 1s attractive shades assembly hinged mint on an album page includes 1½ purple & deep
blue, 2d blue and sepia, 2½d light blue and deep blue, 3d black and rose-red, 7½d (both), 1s both shades, nice range SG
£ 45
110/115a, Cat £175.
247
1938-53 'Basic' Complete set of 16 values to £1 reddish purple & black on red unmounted mint, fresh SG range
£ 175
110/121d, Cat £350.
£ 140
248 1939 Keyplate 5s pale green and red on yellow very fine hinged mint, superb & fresh, SG 118a Cat £375.
249

1939 P.14 Keyplate 10s bluish green and deep red on green very fine hinged mint, superb & fresh, SG 119a Cat £225.
£ 65

250

1940 Keyplate 2s deep reddish-purple and ultramarine on grey-blue fine hinged mint, fresh, SG 116a Cat £350.£ 135

251

1943 P.14 Keyplate £1 deep reddish purple and black on red very fine hinged mint, superb & fresh, SG 121c Cat £60.
£ 24

252

1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 fine used, SG 125/6.

253

1950 Chalky P.13 Keyplate 12/6 grey and pale orange very fine hinged mint, superb & fresh, SG 120e Cat £100.£ 40

254

1950 Chalky P.13 Keyplate 5s green and scarlet on yellow very fine hinged mint, superb & fresh, SG 118g Cat £60£ 25

255

1951 Chalky P.13 Keyplate £1 violet and black on scarlet very fine hinged mint, superb & fresh, SG 121d Cat £55.£ 22

256

1951 Ordinary P.13 Keyplate 10s green and vermilion on green very fine hinged mint, superb & fresh, SG 119e Cat £48.
£ 20

257

1953-61 QEII Complete set of 13 values to $2.40 all unmounted mint, fresh SG 289/301 Cat £75.

£ 30

258

1953-62 Complete set of 18 values to £1 all unmounted mint, fresh SG 135/150 Cat £130.

£ 55

259

BRAZIL
1936 Zeppelin Lufthansa cancel on typed readdressed cover with various stamps to Scotland. Note torn open along base.
£ 35

£ 20

260

BRITISH GUIANA
1934-51 GV Complete set of 13 unmounted mint to $1, very fresh, SG 288/300 cat £140.

£ 70

261

1938-52 GVI Complete set of 12 unmounted mint to $1, very fresh, SG 308a/19 cat £110.

£ 55

262

1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted mint, very fine, SG 322/3.

£ 11

263

1954-63 QEII Complete set of 15 unmounted mint to $5, very fresh, SG 331/45 cat £110.

£ 55

264

BRITISH HONDURAS
1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted mint, very fine, SG 164/5.

£ 14

265

1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 very fine used, SG 164/5.

£ 20

266

1953 QEII Complete set of 12 to $5 unmounted mint, very fine, SG 179/190 Cat £90.

£ 36

BRITISH LEVANT
267 British Post Offices in Salonica: 1916 Complete set hinged mint original gum expertised on reverse, all fine SG S1-8
£ 700
Cat £1400. Very few sets were produced.

268

BRITISH OCC. ITAL. COL.
Eritrea: 1950 10s on 10s ultramarine fine used part CDS, SG E25.

269

BRITISH P.Agencies E. ARABIA
1948 Royal Silver Wedding 15r on £1 blue unmounted mint, very fine, SG 26.
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£ 28
£8

270

1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted mint, very fine, SG 25/6.

£8

271

BRITISH VIRGIN IS.
1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted mint, very fine, SG 124/5.

£8

272

1952 Complete set of 12 values to $4.80 unmounted mint, fresh SG 136/47. Cat £50.

£ 25

273

1956-62 Complete set of 13 values to $4.80 unmounted mint, fresh SG 149/61. Cat £110.

£ 45

274

BRUNEI
1948 $10 black and purple very fine used, SG 92.

£ 12

275

BURMA
1937 GV overprinted Burma 10r green and scarlet very fine used GPO CDS, SG 16.

£ 40

276

1937 GV overprinted Burma 1r, 2r & 5r mainly very fine used, SG 13/15.

£ 28

277

1938 5r violet and scarlet fine used part CDS and part crayon line, SG 32.

£ 28

278 1946 (18 Dec) Thanbyuzayat Memorial Ceremony [for the men who gave their lives in the construction of the BurmaSiam Railway. Cover bearing 1946 Victory set tied by three good strikes of the Thanbyuzayat Memorial Ceremony 18th
£ 22
December / 1946 CDS cancels, addr to London, mainly fine.
£ 10
279 1969 25th anniversary of the 2nd Chindit Expedition illustrated cover with elephant stamp.
CANADA

280 B* 1992-1999 Year Books each containing the unmounted mint sets for each year, the 1996-1999 all come with slipcases
£ 80
as issued, mainly fine. (8).
281
1859 to 1990 A nearly new pristine DAVO printed album with a good mainstream used collection of defins and
commems, QV to 15c for different printings, 1908 Tercent 20c sound used, GV many sets to $1 used, runs of defins and
£ 150
commems to modern, back of the book, retail €80+ for album alone.
282 1859-1950s Issues mainly used on old time Scott printed leaves for a good range incl 1859 1c & 12½c, Queen Heads,
£ 60
defins and commems for GV/GVI, STC £1300+.
283 1870-1988 Mint collection in a dusty SG printed loose-leaf album with a huge range of GV to early QEII sets hinged
mint, some unmounted for later commems, enormous cat values including 1927 Confed. set, GV coil singles, 1932 to 13c, 1937£ 150
38 set (Cat £180), Coil singles, 1942 set (cat £150), etc, STC £1000+.
£ 25

284

1889 5c browniish-grey an attractive mounted mint example, centred NW lovely colour, SG 106 Cat £110.

285
£95.

1908 Quebec Tercent. 15c brown-orange superb fine used nice corner CDS, well above average for these, SG 194 Cat
£ 25

286 1908 Quebec Tercentenary Complete et of 8 hinged mounted mint various thins and hinge remains or gum disturbance
£ 75
but mostly fresh lookers, 15c centred right, 20c nice with a blind perf on the left, SG 188/195 Cat £550.
287 1976 Two Philatelic expedition numbered postcards with 8c. One scarce card is signed by the four explorers. £ 20
288

AND Newfoundland of early to modern used in small stockbook and album STC £900+ (approx 1200).

£ 30

289 DAVO Album well filled with a mainly used collection with a huge amount of defins and commems to 198-s, most of
GVI complete to $1 (just needs coils), 1935 GV sets mostly complete to $1, 1918 to $1, 1908 Quebec Tercent set to 10c mainly
fine used, 1897-99 both sets mainly complete used, 1893 20c & 50c f.u., 1860s large heads to 15c, 1859 10c perf with part
imprint in margin but very poor, etc, various pen marks on the album pages but ideal for rehousing into new album and
£ 250
expansion, huge cat value, 100s.
290 Officials: 1949-1951 Mint collection on printed leaves includes 1949 OHMS set of 10 hinged mint (Cat £275), $1 is
expertised, 1949-50 set of 6 mint (cat £65), 1950 G Overprint set mint to $1 & air (cat £200), Special Delivery OHMS 10c green
£ 110
and G on 10c green (cat £41), etc. Nice clean lot. (Cat £580).
291 Postal Note: 1943 Revenue set of 17 22mm x 18mm hinged mint from 3c blue to 90c brown, all fine, Barefoot 4, 6/22.
£ 40
Attractive set.
292 QV-GVI Mixed collection in a stockbook including odd better earlier noted QV 1c rose (3), 5c Beaver (2), 1898 to 50c,
Queen heads to 10c, 1897 Jubilee ½c black mint ( crease), 1c orange mint, Maple leaf ½c, 1c & 10c mint, EDVII to 20c used,
1908 Tercent. ½c, 1c, 2c, 5c & 10c mint part o.g., GV to $1, GVI to $1 etc, very mixed but good cat value and better pickings.
£ 125
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293

CANADA - PROVINCES
Newfoundland: 1937 Coronation long set complete set of 11 values all unmounted mint, fresh SG 257/67 Cat £60.£ 30

294
Newfoundland: Collection on leaves unpicked from an original estate plenty of mint & used mainstream issues noted
£ 35
few earlies to 5c, 1935 SJ set mint, 1937 Coronation long set both mint, and set used (cat £110), etc, small ranges.
CAPE OF GOOD HOPE
295
1853 1d pale brick-red a very fine used three close to to good margins and a superb strike of triangle barred CGH
£ 90
postmark in black, lovely example, SG 1a. Cat £450.

296 1853 4d deep blue a sound fine used example three large margins and a heavy strike of triangle barred CGH postmark
£ 45
in black, nice example, SG 2. Cat £275.
297 1853 Paper less blued; 1d brown-red fine used three close to good margins, good strike of CGH postmark, sound SG
£ 55
3a Cat £375.
298 1853 Paper less blued; 4d deep blue, neat no margin example with light cancel, thinned but nice looker/spacefiller, SG
£ 18
4 Cat £170.
299 1855 1d deep rose-red a sound used example three large margins and a heavy strike of incomplete barred CGH postmark
£ 60
in black, sound example, SG 5b. Cat £375.
300 1855-63 4d blue a superb assembly of nine singles mostly fine used with seven having close to massive three margins
and two PAIRS both very fine used margins almost all round, one showing faint guideline, lovely lot on an album page, SG 6/6a
£ 250
Cat £1170+.
301

1855-63 6d slate-lilac on blued paper very fine used light incomplete postmark, well above average, SG 7c Cat £500.
£ 100

302 1857 Cream paper 1d brick-red sound fine used three good to large margins, incomplete CGH triangle postmark in black,
£ 120
sound, SG 5 Cat £900.
303 1858 1d rose very fine used three good to large margins, incomplete but lightly struck CGH triangle postmark in black,
£ 60
sound, SG 5a Cat £300.
304
1858 1s bright yellow-green very fine used CGH triangle postmark, two margins, just touching on third, well above
£ 45
average, SG 8 Cat £300.
305 1858 1s bright yellow-green very fine used light incomplete postmark, two margins, just touching on third, well above
£ 45
average, SG 8 Cat £300.
306 1858 6d deep rose-lilac on white paper sound used with no margins and part triangle barred postmark cancel, sound SG
£ 35
7b Cat £400.
307 1858 6d deep rose-lilac on white paper sound used with three large to huge margins and part triangle CGH postmark
£ 50
and an overinked cancel, sound SG 7b Cat £400.
308
1858 6d pale rose-lilac on white paper sound used with three close to huge margins and heavy part triangle CGH
£ 32
postmark, sound SG 7 Cat £300.
309 1859 1s deep dark green a nice three close margin example with 'CGH' incomplete triangle cancel, nice example, SG
£ 60
8b Cat £550.
310 1859 1s deep dark green a nice two large margin example cut along the bottom with 'CGH' incomplete triangle cancel,
£ 40
nice example, SG 8b Cat £550.
311 1861 Woodblock 1d carmine mainly fine used used part triangle CGH cancel in black, no margins but neatly cut, trace
£ 300
of a thin at top point otherwise very fine looker, SG 13a Cat £3500.
312

1862 6d slate-lilac no margins fine used with an incomplete postmark, few minor faults otherwise sound, SG 7 Cat £300.
£ 28

313 1863 4d blue 2-3 close to very close margins unused without gum, thinning and nick in top left otherwise lovely fresh
£ 25
looker, SG 19a cat £325 as mint.
314 1863-64 4d steel blue in a magnificent PAIR fine used with good margins on three sides, touching along bottom and very
£ 150
neatly and lightly cancelled part CGH triangle postmark in black, very fine, SG 19c Cat £550 as singles.
315 1887 Wmk Cabled Anchor 1s blue-green hinged mint with heavy hinge remains, tiny ink spot on obverse otherwise fresh
£ 55
frontal appearance, SG 53a Cat £180
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316

1892 2½d olive-green in a mint block of 4, extremely fresh, SG 56a Cat £112.

£ 40

317

1893-98 1s blue-green and 1s deep blue-green both hinged mint, fresh, SG 66/66a. Cat £260.

£ 78

318

1896 Wmk Cabled Anchor 5s brown-orange a very fine hinged mint example, fresh, SG 68 Cat £150.

£ 50

319 1902 (26 Apr) Cover to Boer War POW at Hawkins Island, Bermuda franked with 1d red x 2 tied VENTERSTAD /
A / AP 26 / 02 CDS cancels and PASSED PRESS CENSOR in red triangle alongside and manuscript from the censor.
Backstamped HAMILTON 9 JUL on reverse with part of flap missing. Rare incoming mail to Bermuda arriving a month after
£ 85
the peace of Vereenging ended the war. Fine.
320 EX-estate mainstream mint and used collection on leaves from a huge QV-1904 collection with useful little nuggets here
and there, jumbled on leaves includes Cape triangles 4d blue (5), 6d lilac, 1s green, 1863 1d & 4d, Sitting Hope 1864 onwards
£ 85
to 5s mainly used for different printings, shades, postmarks, 1902-04 used set to 5s, etc. Useful lot and cat value.
321 Griqualand West: 1877-78 5s yellow-orange with large red G (SG type 6), sound used corner postmark leaving overprint
£ 22
clear, sound, SG 10f Cat $65.
322 Mafeking Siege: 1900 1d on ½d green (Sitting Hope) hinged mint surcharge with broken overprint in several places, few
£ 100
gum bends otherwise fine, SG 1 Cat £325.
323 Mafeking Siege: 1900 Money voucher issued during the siege 1s green and blue No. B7714 in February 1900 embossed
One Penny and exchanged for coin at the Mafeking Branch of the Standard Bank, scarce in superb very fine condition. £ 300
324
Mafeking Siege: 1900 Money voucher issued during the siege 2s brown and blue No. B10278 in February 1900
embossed One Penny and exchanged for coin at the Mafeking Branch of the Standard Bank, scarce in superb very fine condition.
£ 300
325

CAYMAN IS.
1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted mint, very fine, SG 129/130.

£ 12

CEYLON

326 1857 1s9d green a mainly sound cut square unused (very small part original gum), with three close margins and thinned
£ 45
in top right corner, tone spots otherwise sound, SG 11 Cat £800 mint.
327
1935 Strip of four King George V Silver Jubilee 9c green and indigo. Lower stamp has four indigo dots in various
£ 35
positions not listed in Stanley Gibbons. SG 380
£ 30
328 1935-36 GV Complete set of 11 values to 1r unmounted mint, fresh SG 368/78. Cat £60.
£ 35

329

1938 Revenue R10 green and orange fine used neat double ring CDS, very nice example, Barefoot 8.

330

1938 Revenue R10 green and orange fine used neat violet handstamp in top corner, very nice example, Barefoot 8.£ 35

331

1951-54 Pictorial complete set of 12 values to 10r unmounted mint, fresh SG 419/30. Cat £85.

£ 40

332 Collection of earlier mint & used on pages including QV Perf 2d green unused, 4d rose used, 1861 Wmk Star 9d brown
mint (thin, cat £150), 2s blue used, 5d olive used, 6d brown mint, 10d vermilion used, 1885 25c on 32c slate mint (cat £28),
1899 2r25c blue mint (cat £38), 1r.50c rose used (cat £55), GV to R10 fiscal used, 1r12c on 2r50 rose p.12½ x 14 used Cat £50,
£ 60
1887 1r12c rose mint, etc, some mixed but useful cat value.
333 EX-estate mainstream mint and used collection on leaves from a huge 1938-1980s collection with useful little nuggets
here and there, jumbled on leaves mainly by reigns includes QV perf heads 1d (3), 5d green (2), 10d vermilion, 1s purple (2),
three QV forgeries, small heads incl vals to 36c, QV 1r50c red mint, 6c rose and black mint blk of 4, EDVII to 75c used, GV
£ 65
to R5 used, GVI good range to R5 (2), plus good range of modern used commems to 1990, good cat value.
CHINA

334 1941 Via Pacific P/S Cover from Methodist Church in Hankow to Wales bearing nice combination of mainly SYS defins
and others with nine values (½c, 1c, 2c, 3c, 4c, 5c, 30c) tied bilingual HANKOW CDS cancels, wrinkles and faults, redirected
£ 30
on arrival in UK,
335

1960 Goldfish set 12 fine used CDS cancels, SG 1911/1922.

£ 35

CHRISTMAS IS.

336 1958-2000 Mainly mint collection on album pages and Hagners with many nice mint sets including defins 1958 set to
$1, 1968 Fishes set to $1, 1972 Ships set, 1977 Famous Visitors set, 1987 Wildlife set, 1990 Transport set, 1992 Shell set, 1998
£ 38
Marine sheetlet, etc, useful cat value.
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COCOS ( KEELING ) IS.
337 1963-1990s Mainly mint collection on album pages and Hagners with many nice mint sets including defins 1963 to 2/3,
1969 set to $1, 1976 Ships set, 1979 Fish set, 1982 Butterfly set, 1986 Shell set, 1988 Flora set, 1992 Crabs set, 1995 Marine
£ 38
set, etc, useful cat value.
COOK IS.

338 1937 King George V Silver Jubilee set of three on registered Rarotonga cover with triple ring cancel to New Zealand.
£ 12
SG 113/15.
339

CYPRUS
1934 Complete GV set of 11 to 45pi hinged mint, mainly sound, SG 133/143 Cat £200.

£ 55

340
1942 (31 Aug) Censored airmail cover to UK bearing combination of ½pi, 2pi & 9pi GVI defins tied NICOSIA /
£ 12
CYPRUS CDS cancels and nice full strike of PASSED / CROWN / M 10 in red creases and faults, attr.
£ 30
341 1948 Royal Silver Wedding £1 Indigo high value unmounted mint, fine, SG 167. Cat £60.
342 1960 15m bistre and indigo bottom right corner plate 1 marginal unmounted mint block of 4, few gum bends otherwise
£ 32
sound, SG 177a Cat £128.
343 Collection of earlier mint & used on pages including 1880 1d pl.215 mint, 1882 to 4pi used, EDVII to 2pi, 1912 GV
£ 60
4pi, 6pi, 9pi, 12pi, 18pi & 45pi mint (cat £255), few GVI etc, some mixed but useful cat value.
344 Collection on leaves unpicked from an original estate plenty of mint & used mainstream issues QV to QEII noted QV
to 2pi used, EDVII to 2pi used, 1935 SJ set mint, 1938 defins to 45pi m & u, 1955 mostly complete to £1 used (cat £70+), 1963
£ 55
Scout miniature sheet U/M (couple light bends Cat £110), then many used commems to 2010.
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
345 1919 Bisects of Austria Post issues tied to paper by VELKA VESCES SEV. DR. double ring CDS cancels for 15 mainly
£ 30
different adhesives, plus KUK Military post normals tied to paper by KUK Military CDS's, interesting group.
DENMARK
346 1851-2000 A clean fine used collection in a well filled 64 sided stockbook with many useful throughout including 1854
to 16s lilac (2), 1864 to 8s, 1874 to 16s, 1874 to 100a for diff printings, 1904 set, 1907 set, 1913 to 10k, 1915 Post Office 5k
£ 200
red CDS (2), 1925 Air set of 4, etc, good cat value and ideal for expansion.
DOMINICA

347 1938 GVI Sets unmounted mint for 1938-47 set of 15 to 10s and 1951 set to $2.40, very fresh, SG 99/109 & 120/134.
£ 60
Cat £125
£ 12
348 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted mint, very fine, SG 112/3.
349

1954-1962 QEII Set of 19 unmounted mint to $2.40 very fresh, SG 140/158 Cat £85.

£ 35

FALKLAND IS. DEPS.

350 1954-62 Complete set to £1 mainly unmounted mint, all the top values are affected by heavy toning values to 2/6 mainly
£ 25
find, SG G26/40 Cat £225, plus various others and few South Georgia.
351

FALKLAND ISLANDS
1948 Royal Silver Wedding £1 Mauve high value unmounted mint, fine, SG 167. Cat £90.

£ 45

352

1948 Royal Silver Wedding £1 mauve unmounted mint, fine SG 167, cat £90.

£ 42

353 1948-49 Two plain covers one bearing 1948 RSW 2½d tied PORT STANLEY / * / 1 NOV / 48 CDS FDI cancel, and
£ 20
1949 2d black & red GVI defin tied similar cancel for 4 July, both sent locally philatelic use. Pretty duo. (2).
354 EX-estate mainstream mint and used collection on leaves from a huge 1938-1980s collection with useful little nuggets
here and there, jumbled on leaves mainly by reigns includes 1935 Silver Jubilee set mint, 1938 GVI set of 18 to £1 mainly mint
(cat £475) plus extras 1d, 2d, 3d shades, 5s blue and chestnut (cat £150), 1960 Birds to 2s used, some commems, good cat value.
£ 250
FIJI

355 1942 2½d brown and green Die II fine mint showing unlisted variety vertical line through value and border, very clear
£ 50
flaw similar to scratch through value on 2d. SG 256 var.
£7
356 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted mint, very fine, SG 270/1.
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FRANCE
357 1849-1940 Mint and used collection with better throughout on Lighthouse hingeless leaves noted 1914 Red X (cat £46
m), 1923 Pasteur 1f25c m (cat £36), 1918 Red X (cat £160 heavy mint), 1924 Olympic Games set m (cat £50), 1924 Exhib.
set m, 1929 to 20f used, 1936 100th Flight set used (cat £185), Paris Exhib set mint (cat £70), 1930s Intellectuals sets mainly
mint, 1936 Air sets to 3f & 3f50 mint (cat £115), defins and commems to 1940 etc. Good catalogue for expansion. £ 195

358
1849-1978 Nice mint and used collection with many commem sets mint / U/M, nice earlies from 1840s to modern,
£ 75
attractive colln in Schaubek printed album.
359 1852-2005 Original collection on 210 well designed leaves in binder. Few hundred stamps with some good values. Useful
£ 20
to continue.
360 1924-1976 An extensive mint and used collection on well filled Yvert printed pages with a huge range of sets, part sets
and ranges 1929 to 20f, 1940s-50s Fund sets mint, huge range of 1950s-70s with many sets doubly collected mint and used,
£ 250
enormous cat value, 100s.
361 1925 Paris International Philatelic Exhibition Miniature sheet superb CTO fine used with full original gum and cancelled
£ 600
by four with two special Exhibition cancels dated PARIS 10.6.25, superb, Yv. 1. SG MS412a Cat £1700.
362
1934 Air 25th Anniv. of Channel Flight 2f25c violet unmounted mint right hand sheet of 20, no imprint, various
£ 110
wrinkles, cat £580 as mint stamps, SG 523.
363
1934 Fourth Centenary of Cartier's Discovery of Canada 1f50c blue unmounted mint bottom right marginal block of
£ 72
4, very light tones across two stamps, mainly fine, SG 522 Cat £360 for mint.
364 1934 Fourth Centenary of Cartier's Discovery of Canada 75c mauve unmounted mint block of 4, mainly fine, SG 521
£ 30
Cat £140 for mint.
365 1935 Savings Bank 75c green in an unmounted mint right hand pane of 11, no imprint, various wrinkles, cat £275 as
£ 50
mint stamps, SG 528.
366 1935 Tercent. of French Academy by Richelieu 1f50 magenta in an unmounted mint top marginal block of 4, mainly
£ 24
fine, SG 530 Cat £116 for mint.
367 1936 Children of the unemployed Fund 50c + 10c red in an unmounted mint right hand pane of 20, imprint date, few
£ 28
wrinkles, cat £140 as mint stamps, SG 545.
£ 15
368 1937 Two illustrated covers with King Edward VIII and Wallis Simpson with 1f 50 Exposition stamps.
369 1941-1962 Mint and used collection with better throughout on Lighthouse hingeless leaves noted Fund sets mainly mint
1943 Strip (cat £80), 1948-52 complete sets set m, 1945 to 100f mint, 1949 10f single m, 1949 strip mint, 1953 Sports set m
(115), airs incl 1947 12th UPU 500f mint (cat £95), , defins and commems to 1940 etc. Good catalogue for expansion.£ 175
370
1947-1974 Collection in a printed loose-leaf album with useful mainly mint & some used (both in some cases) with
better catalogued noted 1947 12th UPU set to 500f mint (cat £100), 1949 Air Views set to 500f red mint (cat £165), 1953
Sports set mint (cat £115), 1940s-50s National Relief Fund sets mint, 1949 CITEX 10f single (cat £100), 1954 Air set mint (cat
£ 260
£520), 1957 Air mint (Cat £155), etc, 100s STC £1300+.
£ 45
371 1949 Air 1000f Paris hinged mint, very fresh, nice top value SG 1059 Cat £225.
372 1962-1986 Huge collection mainly mint or unmounted mint with good runs of year sets for commems, modern defins,
£ 250
airs, Fund and Art sets / issues etc, huge retail in a hingeless Lighthouse printed album. STC €1200+.
373 1976-1988 Collection in a printed Schaubek hingeless album with useful mainly mint / unmounted mint with better runs
£ 125
throughout making a quite complete assembly STC Yvert €700+.
374 1977-1994 An extensive used collection in a well filled Lighthouse printed album with hingeless leaves , large amount
£ 125
of defins, commems, Red Cross issues, booklets etc, high cat value and huge quantity all different, 100s.
375 A selection of approx. twenty-six 19th century covers, includes 1865 mourning cover with 20c from Pumissson. 1868
cover with 20c from Wissembourg and approx. 36 stamps from the same period with various cancels including Double ring.
£ 60
376 Duplicated middle to modern mainly used on Hagners in a binder odd better amongst others noted 1936 100th Flight
£ 40
10f cto used (creased cat £180), some Fund issues etc, 100s.
377
Three stocks / binders with a mint and used collection of middle to modern periods incl airs from 1930s, defins and
£ 48
commems, Fund issues, many part sets and ranges, plus smaller section of Germany, 100s nice range. STC £600+.
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FRANCE - COLONIES
378 B* ACCUMULATION in a carton with a useful mint and used collection of different areas including part sets, ranges
from turn of the century onwards noted Tunisia, AEF, Morocco, AOF, Mauritania, Cameroun, Chad, New Caledonia, St Pierre
& Miquelon, Indo China on Hagners, Somalia, various mint and used on leaves in a binder, Reunion mint colln on Hagners with
£ 125
good cat value etc, mainly fine, 100s.

379 Large 64 sided stockbook with a useful mint and used collection of different areas including part sets, ranges from turn
of the century onwards noted Senegal, New Caledonia (cat £50) & Togo, some water damage but not many affected etc.£ 20
380 Large well filled 64 sided stockbook with a useful mint and used collection of different areas including part sets, ranges
from turn of the century onwards noted Fezzan, Gabon incl P.Dues, AEF, Post Indep, airmails to 500f, Grand Comores, Lebanon,
Guadeloupe from 19th cent., Guinea, Guyana, Upper Volta, India settlements, Indo-China, Ivory Coast incl airmails to 500f,
£ 250
Inini, Madagascar, etc, 100s nice clean lot.
381

GAMBIA
1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted mint, very fine, SG 164/5.

£ 10

GERMANY
382 1872 to 1945 A nearly new pristine DAVO printed album with a mainstream used collection of defins and commems,
£ 60
back of the book, retail €80+.

383 1872- Useful collection neatly assembled in a Crest stockbook with better including 1872 (small shield) 2kr orange used
(cat €400), 7kr blue CDS (car €120), (Large shield) 1/3gr mint, 2gr mint, 7kr f.u., 1874 2½ on 2½ & 9 on 9kr brown both part
original gum (cat €150), huge range of different printings to 5m, 1920 Reich overprint set used (cat €110), 1928 Zepp 4m used,
£ 150
1931 Zepp. 1m red used (cat €155), etc, attractive clean lot.
384 1918 Six Red Cross postcards from Peter Jackson 2/5 Battalion Lincolnshire Regiment in German prisoner of war camp
£ 20
addressed to Prisoners of War Committee London. Plus similar card from Sgt. Broughton.
£ 36
385 1933 Chicago Flight 4M brown Zeppelin heavy mounted mint, nice looker, Michel 498.
386 1933-1945 Reich periods hinged mint collection in a Lindner hingeless printed album with good degree of completion
and some key sets including 1933 Welfare set of 9 (Michel cat €300), 1939 Reich ovpt set, 1937 Fund set, 1937 Hitler M/S,
£ 150
1936 Olympics M/S set of 2, 1934 Fund set, 1934 Air set to 3M, etc, good cat value.
387 A selection of 22 German States stamps on three cards plus 1868 single ring cover from Pinneberg and 1871 cover from
£ 25
Dahlen. Stamps include Saksen, Baden and Tour en Taxis.
388
Collections mainly mint / unmounted mint including Berlin 1964-1987 mainly U/M commems STC £1000+, East
£ 48
Germany 1980s-1990 mint / U/m in a binder plus SG Part 7 (11th Ed) stamp catalogue.
389 Schaubek printed album with a hinged mint or used collection with many better catalogued sets from 1920s onwards,
Airs incl Zepp unused without gum, Fund issues, Airs, Miniature sheets etc, huge cat value, pencil cat values on each pages
£ 150
adding up to £1000s.
GERMANY - P.O. Abroad

390
P.O. in Turkey: 1900-04 10pia on 2m blue surcharge type I very fine used with CONSTANTINOPEL cancel and
£ 48
expertised twice on reverse incl Bothe BPP. Michel 21I. Cat €130.
391
P.O. in Turkey: 1900-04 10pia on 2m blue surcharge type I very fine used on paper with JERUSALEM CDS cancel.
£ 23
Michel 21I. Cat €60.
392
P.O. in Turkey: 1900-04 15pia on 3m violet-black surcharge type I very fine used CONSTANTINOPEL 1902 CDS
£ 48
cancel. Michel 22I. Cat €140.
393 P.O. in Turkey: 1900-04 15pia on 3m violet-black surcharge type II hinged mint, vertical gum bend but expertised twice
£ 48
on reverse. Michel 22II. Cat €130.
394
P.O. in Turkey: 1900-04 15pia on 3m violet-black surcharge type II very fine used on paper tied with
£ 65
CONSTANTINOPEL 1902 CDS cancel. Michel 22II. Cat €200.
395
P.O. in Turkey: 1900-04 15pia on 3m violet-black surcharge type II very fine used on paper tied with
£ 65
CONSTANTINOPEL 1902 CDS cancel and expertised on twice on reverse incl Bothe BPP. Michel 22II. Cat €200.
396
P.O. in Turkey: 1900-04 25pia on 5m green-black and red surcharge type III fine used on paper tied
£ 110
CONSTANTINOPEL 1902 CDS, expertised Bothe BPP on reverse. Very nice looker, Michel 23III. Cat €300.
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397
P.O. in Turkey: 1900-04 5pia on 1m red surcharge type I very fine used on paper with JERUSALEM CDS cancel.
£ 38
Expertised Grobe on reverse, few wrinkles. Michel 20I. Cat €130.
398
P.O. in Turkey: 1900-04 5pia on 1m red surcharge type I very fine used with JERUSALEM 1902 CDS cancel.
£ 45
Expertised Bothe BPP on reverse, very fine. Michel 20I. Cat €130.
399 P.O. in Turkey: 1900-04 5pia on 1m red top left corner marginal hinged mint example, expertised on reverse Bothe BPP.
£ 45
Michel 20I. Cat €130.
400 P.O. in Turkey: 1905 2½ Pia on 50pf dark brown-lilac and black in a top imprint marginal unmounted mint block of 4
£ 40
with HAN numbers 30,00 & 35,00, nice positional piece, Michel 30. Cat €48+ for mint.
401 P.O. in Turkey: 1913 (29 Mar) Parcel Post used receipt (11½cm x 5cm) bearing 4pia on 80pf and 10pia on 2m blue on
the other side both tied SYMRNA DEUTSCHE POST CDS cancels and three numbered labels 365, 366 & 367 Deutsches
£ 80
Postamt / Smynra. Very attractive and scarce. Michel 43 & 45.
402 P.O. in Turkey: Attractive collection mainly on paper with good Constantinopel CDS cancels 1900-1904 on a variety
of lower values to 80pf, plus top values 5pi on 1m red (4 incl Smyrna cancel, Michel 20 cat €200), 10pi on 2m blue (3 incl diff
£ 450
types, Michel 21 cat €165), 15pi on 3m violet-black (3, Michel 22 I/II Cat €540), etc, STC €1250+. (36 items).
GERMANY - STATES
403 Bavaria: 1849-1850 Imperfs collection on two large leaves fine used with many nice cotton reel numbered postmarks
noted 1850 18k red (3, two nice, one faults, cat £800 each), 12k green, plus many low values 1k, 3k, 6k, 9k etc (47). Huge cat
£ 225
value.

404 Bavaria: Extensive collection on Schaubek printed leaves with many nice fine used examples including 1850 18k yellow
(3 large margins, cat £300), 18k red (no margins neatly cut cat £800), 1867 to 9k imperf, 1870 to 18k perf, 1876 to 5m top
values, 1911 Prince Regent set to 5m CDS used (cat £250+), same set but CTO complete to 20m (cat £400+), a few tete-beche
pairs, 1919 to 5m mainly used, 1919 second ovpt 10m used (cat £60), 1920 CTO to 10m, Officials incl 1920 1m purple second
£ 250
printings (STC €600, taken as is), plus a small mint collection STC £520 etc, useful lot.
GERMANY (WEST)

405 1983-2005 West & United Germany; Extensive fine used and or unmounted mint commems collection in two well filled
Lindner printed hingeless albums, huge amount of sets and miniature sheets with good catalogue values, attractive lot, cheap
£ 150
starting price. 100s. STC €1500+.
406 1990-1997 Large Lindner hingeless printed album in green with a much complete run of years unmounted mint, many
£ 60
nice sets, STC €600+.
407 1998-1999 Unmounted mint collection for both years on Lindner hingeless printed pages for commem sets complete,
£ 40
souvenir sheets etc, STC €400+.
408 Collection in a well filled KA-BE printed hingeless album with 1960s onwards a double fine used & mint collection for
£ 100
each set / issue, most of better earlier 1949-52 mint sets, good catalogue value, 100s.
GIBRALTAR
409 B* 1995-2017 Annual Year packs for 1995-7, 2006-2008, 2010-2012, 2015 & 2017 each with unmounted mint stamp
£ 110
sets for each year. High original retail. Mainly fine. (11).

410

1886 2½d Blue hinged mint very fine showing Watermark inverted variety, nice example and scarce (SG 11w, £400)
£ 125

411

1938-51 Complete set of 14 unmounted mint to £1, very fresh, SG 121/31 cat £180.

£ 90

412

1948 Royal Silver Wedding £1 brown-orange high value unmounted mint, fine, SG 135. Cat £60.

£ 30

413

1953-59 QEII Complete set of 14 unmounted mint to £1, very fresh, SG 145/58 cat £180.

£ 90

414 1967 (3 Apr) Large illustrated First Day Cover of the entire 1967 set of 14 to £1 addr to UK tied large GIBRALTAR
/ FIRST DAY OF ISSUE rock illustrated cancels and Phil. Exhib cachet bottom right, few minor bends otherwise pretty ideal
£ 25
for thematic collector. SG 200/13 (no 5d from 1969). Cat £50 for used set.
415 1999-2009 Annual Year packs for 1999-2004 complete and then 2009 each with unmounted mint stamp sets for each
£ 70
year. Original retail upwards of £34 each. Mainly fine. (7).
416 2005-2007 Four special packs, year packs or folders with U/M sets and ranges noted 2005 (cat £98) & 2007 (cat £129)
£ 75
Year pack, 2005 Pope, 2005 VE folder. (4).
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417

GILBERT & ELLICE IS.
1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted mint, very fine, SG 57/8.

418

GOLD COAST
1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted mint, very fine, SG 147/8.

£8
£ 18

GREECE

419
1876-1971 Attractive mainly used collection on printed leaves in a springback album with nice runs of sets fine used
also noted 1952 King Paul 10,000d mint (cat £75), 1951 19th Centenary of Travels set used (cat £100), 1926 Air set of 4 mint
(cat £95), 1927 long set used, 1901 top values 2d-5d gold mint (cat £43), etc, a bit jumbled but ideal for expansion. £ 100
420

GRENADA
1934-36 Complete set of 10 very fine hinged mint, SG 135/144e Cat £60.

£ 25

421

1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted mint, very fine, SG 166/7.

£ 12

HONG KONG

422 1862-1980s Mainly used collection jumbled on stockpages including QV 1863 96c grey (faults), 4c grey with Canton
bilingual CDS, EDVII to $1, GV to $1, 1938 to $5 used, 1941 Cent set 6 used, 1949 UPU used, large amount of QEII to $10,
£ 45
$50 etc,
423 1862-QEII Collection very mixed in a springback album well filled with a good representation for most issues, QV defins
are mixed poor to fine to 96c (couple of forgeries), GV to $2, Stamp Duty 5c green used (5), 1935 SJ set used, 1941 Cent. to
$1, 1937 GVI defins many to $10 incl many extras perf varieties etc, later defins to $50, commems etc, jumbled and very mixed
£ 150
but STC £2000+.
424

1891 50c on 48c dull purple, mounted mint example with vertical crease otherwise fine, SG 49 Cat £80.

£ 20

425

1891 7c on 10c green, hinged mint example with vertical and diagonal crease otherwise fine, SG 43 Cat £95.

£ 20

426

1935 Two King George V Silver Jubilee 5c green and indigo on cover to England. SG 134.

£ 10

427

1938 $10 green and violet mainly sound used with good colour, SG 161.

£ 60

428

1938 $5 dull lilac and scarlet hinged mint example, short top right corner otherwise sound, SG 159 cat £70.

£ 18

429

1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of two mainly sound used incomplete CDS cancels, SG 171/2.

£ 52

430 EX-estate mainstream mint and used collection on leaves from a huge 1938-1980s collection with useful little nuggets
here and there, jumbled on leaves mainly by reigns includes QV 2c green pair with CANTON CDS, EDVII to 30c, GV to $2,
GVI to $5, 1941 Centenary set 6 to $1 mint, plus vals to $1 used, 1949 UPU set used, 1954 to $10 used, 1960s omnibus incl
Year of Monkey set m, Ram set m, Year of Cock mint, plus good range of modern mint & used commems to 2008 incl sets, back
£ 150
of the book incl Br. P.O. in China to 50c, good cat value.
431

ON PAPER 1990s high value combinations used with values including $5 & $10 defins, 100s in bag. Original cost £50.
£ 25

432

Post Offices in China: 1922-27 Overprint set of 11 hinged mint, mainly fine and attractive set to $2, SG 18/28 cat £425.
£ 100

433
Postage Dues: 1938-63 Specimen perfins on 2c grey, 4c orange, 6c scarlet & 10c violet all sound mint with toned
£ 48
brownish gum, nice lookers, SG D6s/D8s & D10s.
434 Springback album QV to 1980s mainstream assembly of mint and used odd better incl 1941 Centenary used to $1, 1930s
£ 30
omnibus, 1960s omnibus, year of sets etc.
ICELAND

435 Collection of earlier on large printed leaves incl 1875 6a, 10a & 16a brown, 1882 to 40a, 1902 Gildi ovpts to 10a, 1911
£ 80
to 25a, 1912 to 20a, 1931 Falls to 75a, STC c£800.
436

INDIA
1856-1979 modern in ring binder. Includes GV to 10r and mint Ghandi (10r not present). Useful collection to continue.
£ 20

437
1856-1985 Extensive used collection with good mainstream defins and commems represented, good quantity for
£ 48
expansion, 100s.
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438 1948 First anniversary of independence with three Mahatma Gandhi stamps on typed illustrated First Day Cover from
£ 50
Kulti to West Bengal. Very fine.
439 1950 Registered Luggage label with diplomatic mail to the Ambassador of India in the USSR. With 9 x 10r and two pairs
£ 20
of 2r and 5r.
440 National Army: Prepared for use in Japanese occupied areas CHALO DELHI 1p violet imperf PAIR & 1p maroon imperf
£ 75
single both unused, mentioned in SG India at £70 each. (3).
441 Officials: QV to 1970s Useful mainly used collection on leaves for On HMS ovpts QV to 1r, EDVII to 5r. 1950 to 10r
£ 26
mint & used, plus other back of the book, Indian states etc, nice little lot.
442 Postal Stationery collection mainly used for QV to GV ranges approx 124 items written up on leaves and identified by
Higgins and Gage including Advertising cards, Reply cards, Officials, Redirected, postage due, Convention states etc, £ 75
443

INDIAN STATES
Bundi: 1947 2a vermilion Maharoa Raja Bahadur Singh very fine used, SG 89.

£ 35

444

Bundi: 1947 ½a violet Maharao Raja Bahadur Singh very fine used, SG 87.

£ 16

445

Bundi: 1947 ¼a blue-green Maharao Raja Bahadur Singh very fine used, SG 86.

£ 20

446

Chamba: 1942-47 set of 13 GVI defins to 14a purple mainly fine used 3½a to 12a very fine, SG 108/120.

447

Collection mainly used for approx 80 different Feudatory states and 60 Convention states, nice little lot.

£ 150
£ 25

448
Jind: 1937-38 Key GVI Values from 2a vermilion to 12a very fine used in most cases, 2a with hooded cancel, SG
£ 125
113/120.
£ 48
449 Jind: 1941-43 Key GVI Values from 9p green to 12a lake very fine used group of 10 values, SG 139/149.
450

Nabha: 1938 6a green fine used good CDS cancel, SG 86.

£ 20

451
Stockbook containing mint and used assembly of different states, mainly short ranges for each area incl Cochin,
£ 25
Travancore, few smaller areas etc.
452

IRAQ
1948-60 Collection mint for approx 120 different on leaves, many nice commem sets, STC £250+, nice little lot.£ 45

453 1958-67 Collection mint & used for approx 200 different on printed leaves, many nice commem sets, STC £150+, nice
£ 25
little lot.
IRELAND

454 1922(Dec)-23 Seahorse 5s rose-carmine a well centred and sound fine used decent CDS example, couple short perfs &
£ 40
short corner otherwise fine, SG 65 Cat £160.
455
1922 Dollard First overprint 2/6 sepia-brown Seahorse in a top left corner marginal example hinged in margin only
£ 30
leaving stamp unmounted mint, very fresh frontal appearance, SG 17, cat £60.
456 1922-1992 Collection on leaves unpicked from an original estate plenty of mint & used mainstream issues GV to modern
noted 1922 Dollard vals to 10d mint, to 10d used, red ovpt to 9d mint & used, Thom good range incl 2d orange mint S22 control
(perfs nearly split entirely), vals to 1s mint & used, wide ovpt to 1s, wide date 2/6 seahorse used (faults), 1940-68 defin set to
10s mint (cat £100+), 1950s better sets mint incl Emmet, Holy Year, sets used, 1970s defins sets to £5 mint, and used, then many
£ 100
used commems to 1992, 100s.
457 1922-23 Wide Date (Dec) 6d reddish purple in a mint control marginal strip of 3 (U.22 I), foxing on reverse but nice
£ 20
frontal appearance, attractive format, SG 60.
458 1934 Coil horizontal pairs Imperf x 14 ½d bright green and 2d grey-green both wmk sideways unmounted mint, mainly
£ 42
fine, SG 71a & 74a Cat £126.
£ 26
459 1934 Coil Imperf x 14 2d grey-green fine used neat slogan cancel, SG 74a. Cat £85.
460

1934 Coil vertical pair 15 x Imperf 1d carmine fine used neat CDS cancels, sound, SG 72c Cat £84.

£ 25

461 1940 Map & Sword defins in corner marginal mint / unmounted mint blocks of four ½d, 1d, 1½d, 2d, 2½d, 3d, 4d, 5d
£ 55
& 10d with some values mounted on the margin only, cat £170 for mint.
462
1941 25th Anniv. of Easter Rising set of two in corner marginal mint / unmounted mint blocks of four with 3d blue
£ 42
mounted on the margin only, set cat £118 for mint.
£ 14
463 1959 Commemorative flight cover for Alcock & Brown memorial with flight carrier label and cachet.
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464
Forerunners: 1912 P.11 Hibernia (Erin) with harp 1d dull orange Imperial Union very fine mint label, only 1500
£ 25
produced.
ISRAEL
465 1948-1970 Mainly unmounted mint collection of untabbed sets in mounts on printed leaves in a binder with huge amount
of commem sets, noted 1948 Jewish New Year, 1949 Coins Miniature sheet hinged mint (cat £225 mint), 1949 onwards mainly
complete for commem sets, 1952 Menora (cat £36), 1950 Air set (cat £43), 1953 Airs set, defin sets, strips & pairs, very
£ 125
colourful lot and useful catalogue value.

466 1950-1964 Mainly unmounted mint collection of full tabbed sets and some ranges in mounts on leaves in a binder with
£ 48
1953 Air set excluding 1000pr, 1952 Postage Due set, etc, ideal for expansion.
467 1965-1974 Mainly unmounted mint collection of full tabbed sets and some ranges in mounts on leaves in a binder with
£ 40
defins, commems etc, ideal for expansion.
468 1971-1989 Mainly unmounted mint collection of modern untabbed sets in mounts on printed leaves in a binder with huge
£ 80
amount of commem sets, some defin sets, strips & pairs, very colourful lot and useful catalogue value.
469 1975-1989 Mainly unmounted mint collection of modern full tabbed sets in mounts on printed leaves in a binder with
miniature sheets, 1978 Memorial Day, 1985 Birds of Prey M/S (cat £29), Israphil set of three M/S (cat £50), 1983 Tel Aviv M/S
£ 150
(cat £22), 1986 Defin set (cat £60+), setenant strips or pairs, very colourful lot and useful catalogue value.
470 1990-1998 Mainly unmounted mint collection of modern full tabbed sets in mounts on printed leaves in a binder with
£ 100
nice miniature sheets, setenant strips or pairs, very colourful lot and good cat £300+.
471 1990-1998 Mainly unmounted mint collection of modern full tabbed sets in mounts on printed leaves in a binder with
1996 Modern Writers M/S, 1993 Romania Stamp Exhib. M/S, setenant strips or pairs, very colourful lot and good cat £300+.
£ 100
ITALY

472 Large stockbook with 19th century to modern mainly used in a well filled 64 sided stockbook, huge range of defins and
commems and odd better sets and ranges noted 1890 Parcel Post used surcharge set, 1923 Faith set mostly used (cat £330), airs
£ 125
etc, 100s.
ITALY - COLONIES

473 Money Order Stamps: 1925 Segnatasse Vaglia set of six stamps lightly hinged mint, light tone on 50c lilac otherwise
£ 80
very fine to £3 red. Scarce set, Sassone €260, Sassone 1-6.
JAMAICA

474 1860-1952 An old time valuable collection from early Heads by different printings to 1952 Scout Jamboree mint and
used better throughout including 1860 1d & 4d used, 1870 to 6d (2), 1883 to 4d, 1903 Arms used including 4 STREET LETTER
BOX CDS cancels, 1906 4d mint, 1912 vals to 1s used, 1919-21 set to 2s used, 1921 to 1s used, 1932 to 6d m & u, 1935 SJ
set m, 1938 set to 10s mint, later GVI ptgs 1949-51 9 values to £1 mint, 1948 RSW set m, 1949 UPU set in plate blocks of 6
£ 200
mint/ U/M, some mixed condition otherwise a very useful lot with good catalogue value.
£ 44
475 1886 2d slate very fine hinged mint, fresh, SG 20a Cat £110.
476

1890 2½d on 4d red-brown hinged mint PAIR showing broken surcharge letter E & P, very fresh, SG 30. Cat £80.
£ 32

477

1919-21 GV Complete set of 12 unmounted mint to 10s myrtle-green, very fresh, SG 78/89. Cat £160

£ 88

478 1938-52 GVI Complete set of 18 unmounted mint to 10s myrtle-green, 2s has a few pulled perfs otherwise very fresh,
£ 55
SG 121/133a cat £150.
£ 14
479 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted mint, very fine, SG 143/4.
480 1956-58 QEII Complete set of 16 unmounted mint to £1, 3s has gum bend and 5s two gum spots otherwise very fresh,
£ 36
SG 159/174 cat £95.
481 EX-estate mainstream mint and used collection on leaves from a huge QV-QEII collection with useful little nuggets here
and there, jumbled on leaves mainly by reigns includes QV Judicial revenue 1s used, GV to 2s used, 1938 to 10s used, 1948
£ 75
RSW set used, 1956 £1 top value in used block of 4 (cat £92), plenty of commems used to modern etc.
482

JAPAN
1937 Registered Dairen typed cover via Siberia to London with three 10sen blue and three 2sen green.
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£ 15

483 1989-1999 Superb unmounted mint collection of setenant strips, singles sets, some miniature sheets all neatly mounted
on printed pages in mounted, an extremely colourful lot with many nice sets, part complete for the periods, STC £650. £ 225
484
2000-2005 Superb unmounted mint collection of setenant strips, singles sets all neatly mounted on printed pages in
£ 160
mounted, an extremely colourful lot with many nice sets, part complete for the periods, STC £485.
485

KENYA, UGANDA & TANG. (K.U.T.)
1935-37 Complete GV set to £1 very fine hinged mint, lovely fresh set, SG 110-123 Cat £475.

486

1935-37 Complete set of 13 values to 10s all unmounted mint, fresh SG 110/122 Cat £195.

£ 210
£ 95

487 1938-54 Basic complete set of 20 values to £1 all unmounted mint, top values SG 148b, 149a & 149b, £1 P.12½, fresh
£ 150
SG range 131/150b Cat £300.
£ 28
488 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of two mainly sound used CDS cancels, £1 on paper, SG 157/8.
489 Collection jumbled on leaves in a 22 ring binder from 1937-1975, useful earlier including GVI defins to £1 (P.14 ord
£ 48
paper x 4 cat £104), QEII to £1 mint & used, etc.
490 EX-estate mainstream mint and used collection on leaves from a huge GV-QEII collection with useful little nuggets here
and there, jumbled on leaves mainly by reigns includes EDVII to 12c, 1935 to 2s, 1938 to £1 (£1 mint p.12½), 1954 to £1 mint
£ 50
& used, plenty of commems used to modern etc.
KUWAIT

491 1939 2r purple and brown in a top right corner marginal block of 4 unmounted mint with margin rules, superb positional
£ 25
piece, SG 48 Cat £40.
£ 45
492 1939 GVI Five values 2a vermilion to 12a lake (short corner) mainly fine used, SG 39/44 & 46.
493

1939 GVI High values 2r purple and brown & 5r green and blue both fine used, SG 48/9.

£ 24

494

1945 GVI Complete set of 13 mainly fine used, SG 52/63.

£ 80

495

1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted mint, very fine, SG 74/5.

£ 20

LUXEMBOURG
496 1875-1975 Extensive mint and earlier used collection in a well filled Schaubek printed album with huge runs of years
from 1920s to 1970s, plus used earlier part sets and singles, better sets, STC £3400, clean lot for expansion. 100s. £ 350

497

MALAYAN STATES
Kedah: 1937-40 Sultan Ismail seven values 10c to $1 fine used, SG 46/52.

£ 44

498 Large DAVO binder with early to modern country sections STC £1000+ noted FMS, Malaysia to $10 used, Penang GVI
to $5, Perak earlier, Kelantan, Negri Sembilan, Selangor to $5, Johore to $5 etc, very jumbled lot, needs sorting out, 100s.
£ 125
499 Mint & used collection on Hagner pages in a binder with good range of material including QV Straits Sett. to 6c mint,
1883 to 30c & 32c mint, Surcharges to 30c on 32c mint, One Cent surcharges, 4 cents surcharges all mint, EDVII 1902 30c mint,
$1 mint (toned), 1906 EDVII 9 vals to $2 mint, 1912 to $2 mint, FMS, Johore incl nine values overprinted Specimen to $10
(very poor toning), Kedah, Kelantan, Pahang 1895 Tiger set 3 m (cat £75), 1935 many vals to $1 mint, 1950 to $2 mint, Perak,
£ 160
Perlis, etc, useful pickings.
500

Negri Sembilan: 1895-99 Tiger 1c to 25c mounted mint for set to 15c & 25c, all nice lookers, SG 5-11, 13 Cat £282.
£ 60

501

Negri Sembilan: 1949 GVI $5 green and brown fine used CDS cancels, SG 62.

£ 44

502

Penang: 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of two fine used, SG 1/2.

£ 16

503
Perak: 1940 Top Values Sultan $1 & $2 CDS used examples, incomplete CDS cancels, SG 119/120 Royal Silver
£ 40
Wedding set of two fine used, SG 1/2.
£ 22
504 Selangor: 1941 Set of 2 $1 & $2 fine used CDS cancels, SG 86/7.
505
Stockbook (32 sides) with early to modern mint & used country sections noted Kedah to $5, Kelantan to $2 mint,
£ 40
Malacca to $2 mint, Penang to $5 used (2 diff), Selangor to $5 used, very jumbled lot, needs sorting out, 100s.
506 Stockbook with a useful QV to GVI assembly incl Stratis Sett. first issue surcharges 6c, 8c, 12c, 24c & 32 (mixed used
cat £825), 1867 to 96c, EDVII to $5 (2), 1906 ovpts on Labuan, later EDVII to $2, GV to $5 (4), 1938 GVI to $5, FMS Tigers,
£ 100
Fiscal Elephant values, sparse ranges for Johore to $2, etc, mixed but useful pickings.
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507

Trengganu: 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted mint, very fine, SG 61/2.

£ 13

508 Useful group of sets and ranges on stockcards including Penang 1948 GVI set to $5 mint, Malacca 1948 set to $5 mint,
Singapore 1948 GVI set to $2 P.14, Perak values to $1 mint, Perlis to $5 mint, Selangor vals to $5 used etc, STC £380. £ 95
MALAYSIA

509 1948-2003 mint and used assembly on pages in a well filled binder, many nice defins and commems plus some 1990s
£ 22
FDCs, 1998 C/W Games M/S on FDC etc, colourful lot.
510 1949-1970 Attractive collection of First Day Covers in a cover album incl 1949 UPU 10c, 1959 Inaug. of Parliament
£ 30
incl one ovptd with bars and Arabic, good range of 1960s sets, very mixed condition but attractive lot (35).
511

MALTA
1938-43 GVI Complete set of 21 unmounted mint to 10s, very fresh, SG 217/231 cat £75.

£ 38

512 1947 Part set 15/21 on large folded cover with tears containing King George VI New Constitution stamps includes 10/£ 15
black and carmine.
513 1948-53 Self Government GVI Complete set of 21 unmounted mint to 10s, very fresh, SG 234/248 cat £90. £ 40
514

1949 Royal Silver Wedding £1 indigo high value unmounted mint, fine, SG 250. Cat £38.

£ 20

515

1956-58 QEII Complete set of 17 unmounted mint to £1, very fresh, SG 266/82 cat £130.

£ 52

516
Collection on leaves QV to QEII with some defin issues to top values mint and used noted EDVII to 1s, Postage
£ 28
overprints to 10s mainly used, GVI to 10s, QEII to £1 nice little ranges.
517

MAURITIUS
1937 Coronation 20c bright blue hinged mint showing Line by Sceptre variety, sound, SG 251b, cat £90.

£ 36

518

1950 GVI Complete set of 15 unmounted mint to 10r, very fresh, SG 276/290 cat £75.

£ 36

519

1953-58 QEII Complete set of 15 unmounted mint to 10r, very fresh, SG 293/306 cat £60.

£ 28

520 EX-estate mainstream mint and used collection on leaves from a huge QV-QEII collection with useful little nuggets here
and there, jumbled on leaves mainly by reigns includes QV Britannia (no value) pair blue mint, 1859 1s vermilion used PAID
CDS, 1021 to 20c mint, 1921 to 50c mint, 10r fiscal used, 1900 4c on 16c mint, 1938 to R2.25, 1948 RSW set U/M, 1953 to
£ 75
10r used, plenty of commems used to modern etc.
521

MONTSERRAT
1938-48 GVI Complete set of 12 unmounted mint to £1 black, very fresh, SG 101a/12 cat £110.

£ 55

522

1948 GVI £1 black very fine used nice CDS cancel, SG 112.

£ 80

523

1953-62 Complete set of 15 unmounted mint to $4.80, very fresh, SG 136a/149 cat £75.

£ 38

MOROCCO

524 1956-1989 Mint & fine used collection with various defin & commem sets, sparse in places but ideal to fill those gaps,
£ 22
attractive colln in peg fitting printed album.
525

MOROCCO AGENCIES
1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted mint, 45p on £1 is side marginal U/M, very fine, SG 176/7.

£8

526

1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted mint, very fine, SG 176/7.

£8

527

1950-51 complete set of 9 very fine used nice CDS cancels, SG 280/8.

£ 30

528

Tangier: 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted mint, very fine, SG 255/6.

£ 10

NETHERLANDS

529 1852-1977 Extensive mainly mint & some used collection in a Borek printed album, noted many better sets through year
runs noted 1952 Int. Stamp Ex. both sets (cat £160), 1949 Queen 75c magenta mint (cat £130), 1940 Surcharges mint 100, 250
£ 250
& 500 (cat £180), etc, nice clean lot for expansion. Good cat value.
530

NEW GUINEA
1935 Airmail £2 bright violet nice fine used example, sound SG 204 Cat £140.

531

1935 Airmail £5 emerald-green nice fine used example, sound SG 205 Cat £450.
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£ 60
£ 225

NEW ZEALAND
532 1855-1979 Hingeless Lindner printed album and slipcase with a good almost complete range for QEII 1953-1979 mostly
£ 85
unmounted mint sets, then earlier to 1950s mint and used, still many sets from 1940s-50s, ideal for expansion.

533 1862-1990 Mint and used collection in a well filled DAVO printed album, good mainstream range from 1930s onwards
£ 48
to modern defins and commems, ideal lot for expansion, 100s.
534
1864-71 Cover to UK bearing P.12½ Chalon defins 1d orange x 2 and 2d blue x 2 each cancelled six barred dumb
postmark in black (none actually tied to the cover but al appear to belong), very tatty and soiled in places and half of the envelope
£ 125
is missing on reverse, tears etc but stamps unaffected, six pence rate to Gloucestershire. Still a pretty cover.
535 1898 4d bright rose White Terrace Rotomahana imperf proof ungummed block of 4 on card slightly unevenly cut along
£ 125
the top into top right design, otherwise very fine. SG 252 proof.
536 1925-1961 Mint and Unmounted mint collection on album pages, strength in GVI including many perf varieties, different
£ 180
printings etc 1936-42 issues to 3s with up to three different perfs for 9d, 1s, 3s, two health M/S, STC £900+.
537

1931 Health 1d & 2d ""Smiling Boys"" , nicely centered, hinged mint with fresh appearance, SG 546-47, cat £150.
£ 65

538 1957-1978 Attractive mint and used collection in SG loose-leaf album includes Health miniature sheets from 1957-1967
£ 85
Mint, used 1968-1976 m & u, QEII vals to £1 used etc, useful cat value in excess of £450+.
£ 18
539 Postal Fiscals: 1942 11s on 11s yellow slightly smudged INLAND REVENUE CDS cancel, SG F215.
540

Postal Fiscals: 1946 30s brown fine used CDS cancel, SG F200.

541

NIGERIA
1932 Die I 5s green and red on pale yellow fine CDS example, sound, SG 28a Cat £250.

£ 75
£ 100

542 1935 Silver Jubilee 2d green and indigo fine used part CDS showing kite and vertical log variety, one blunt corner perf,
£ 42
otherwise fine, SG 31k. Cat £110.
543 1941 (1 Sep) Censored military cover to WATS Secretariat bearing unusual (philatelic) combination of eight different
GVI defins from ½d to 1/3 tied FIELD POST OFFICE / 46 CDS cancels and nice full strike of PASSED BY CENSOR /
£ 20
CROWN / NO. 1393 in violet few faults on reverse otherwise fine and attr.
544 1948 Royal Silver Wedding 5s brown-orange part bottom Bradbury imprint marginal pair both with PORT HARCOURT
£ 22
REGISTERED oval cancels, left stamp violet crayon mark otherwise sound, SG 63, cat £52.
£8
545 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted mint, very fine, SG 62/3.
546

1953-58 QEII Complete set of 13 unmounted mint to £1, very fresh, SG 69/80 cat £80.

£ 32

547

1965-66 QEII Complete set of 14 unmounted mint to £1, very fresh, SG 172/185 cat £55.

£ 22

548

NORTH BORNEO
1939 Set to $1 (minus 25c) mainly fine used CDS cancels for 12 different values incl 50c & $1, SG 303/312, 314/5.
£ 52

549

1947 Crown Colony overprints $2 & $5 top values fine used CDS cancels, 348/9.

£ 20

550

1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted mint, sound, SG 350/1, cat £32 mint.

£ 16

551

1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted mint, very fine, SG 350/1.

£ 16

552

Postage Due: 1939 10c blue fine used CDS cancel, SG D89.

£ 185

553

Postage Due: 1939 6c violet fine used CDS cancel, SG D87.

£ 65

554

NORTHERN RHODESIA
1938 20s carmine-red and rose-purple sound fine used double ring part CDS, sound, SG 45 Cat £80.

£ 26

555

1938 Top values 5s, 10s & 20s all CDS used mainly fine and sound, SG 42/5.

£ 52

556

1948 Royal Silver Wedding 20s brown-lake high value unmounted mint, fine, SG 49. Cat £110.

£ 55

557

1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of two fine used, very fine, SG 48/9 Cat £100.

£ 40

NORWAY
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558 1855-1987 A well filled peg album on plain leaves for a nice fine used collection from earlies noted 1855 4sk blue vfu
4 huge margins nice CDS (cat £200), 1856 3s, 4s & 8s f.u. (cat £180), 1863 set to 24sk CDS (cat £1100+), 1867 to 8sk (cat
£380), 1872 posthorn set (cat £415), 1877 to 60o, 1925 Air polar bear set f.u. (cat £150), 1930 Tourist set (cat £185), hereon
£ 400
huge amount of defins and commem sets, etc, high cat value, ideal for expansion.
559 1863-1989 A nearly new pristine DAVO printed album with a mainstream used collection of defins and commems, retail
£ 40
€80+.
560 1877-1971 Mainly unmounted mint collection with high catalogue neatly arranged in a Lindner printed hingeless album
well filed, noted 1870s Posthorns mainly used to 60o blue, 1878 Oscar set used, 1910 Haakon set 5 mint, 1925 Air Polar bear
set part u/m, 1930 Tourist set m, 1940s onwards mainly unmounted mint, 1941 V overprint set u/m, 1944 onwards appears
complete u/m, 1958 King Olav incl 5k purple u/m (cat £65), etc, ideal for expansion, enormous cat value STC £3400+.£ 500
NYASALAND

561 1938 Keyplate high value 10s emerald and deep red on pale green very fine used superb ZOMBA CDS cancel, very fine,
£ 35
SG 142.
562

1938 Keyplate top value £1 purple and black on red very fine used part ZOMBA CDS cancel, very fine, SG 143.£ 22

563

1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted mint, very fine, SG 161/2.

£ 10

564 Album leaves with an earlier range of QV-EDVII Issues mainly fiscal used higher values incl 1897 2/6, 10s, £1 (cat £675
£ 45
as postal used), 1903 2/6, 4s & 10s (cat £500 as postal), plus nice selection of postal used low vals.
£ 24
565 Postage Due: 1950 4d purple fine used part ..GSTONIA CDS of 1964, SG D4.
566

PITCAIRN IS.
1940-51 Complete set of 10 very fine unmounted mint, SG 1/8 Cat £75.

£ 36

567

1957-63 QEII complete set of 12 unmounted mint, fresh SG 18/28. Cat £50.

£ 20

PORTUGAL - COLONIES
568
Collection on various Hagners & album leaves with a useful assembly of different colonies incl Lourenco Marques,
£ 30
Mozambique incl post independence.
RHODESIA

569 1910-13 Double Heads attractive mainly fine used assembly of shades many all different including ½d green (5), 1d red
£ 75
(4), 2d slate (2), 2½d ultr. (4), 3d (3), 6d (3), 1s (2). Some minor faults otherwise sound and fine (23). STC £380+.
570 QV to QEII Collection mint and used in a printed loose-leaf binder and nice mainstream ranges of mainly QEII 1960s£ 30
70s commem sets, some earlier incl Double Heads, QV defins etc, odd useful.
RUMANIA

571 1900 P. 11½ x 11½ No Wmk 50b orange in a nice unmounted mint block of 25 a few age marks on reverse otherwise
£ 52
nice multiple, SG 403. Cat £525.
572 1901-1947 old time leaves with a useful mint and used assembly very mixed but noted 1903 Opening of New Post Office
Coach set to 50b orange mint (cat £105), 5l lilac top value mint (brown gum cat £190), plus 'used' range of top values taken as
forgeries, 1906 Welfare Fund set m (cat £83), 1906 Jubilee 40b, 75b, 1l50 heavy mounted mint (cat £145), 1913 Dobruja 1l
£ 48
mint, 1940s sets mint etc, very mixed but useful cat value.
RUSSIA

573 1943 (27 Dec) South Africa cover to UK bearing 2d lilac war effort adhs tied Pietermaritzburg CDS and tying label FOR
OUR ALLY 1d / MEDICAL AID FOR RUSSIA in red depicting soldier with a large machine gun, also single mint accompanies.
£ 15
SAAR

574 Collection on leaves with some used fine used sets including 1920 ovpts set to 1m (missing 25pf), 1920 second ovpt
to 4m (cat £60)1925 Madonna set (cat £47), 1927 Welfare 50c + 50c f.u., 1932 Air 5f brown (trimmed perfs cat £160), 1920
surch set 3 used (cat £59), 1921 25m used (cat £130), 1921 to 5fr surcharges (cat £120), 1922 set to 5f brown used (cat £125),
1933 Explosion Disaster set 3 used (cat £273), 1934 Xmas charity to 1f used (cat £180), etc, useful lot, mainly fine. Cat £1275
£ 300
575

SAINT HELENA
1880 P.14 1s yellow-green Type B in a fine used PAIR neatly cancelled dotted squares, nice multiple, SG 30.
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£ 12

576 1880 P.14 1s yellow-green Type B in a fine used strip of three neatly cancelled dotted squares, few tones otherwise nice
£ 18
multiple, SG 30.
577

1938-44 Bade of St Helena complete set of 14 hinged mint including both shades for 8d, fine, SG 131/140 Cat £147.
£ 30

578

1948 Royal Silver Wedding 10s violet-blue high value unmounted mint, fine, SG 149. Cat £28.

£ 14

579

1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 with 10s unmounted mint, sound, SG 143/4, cat £28 mint.

£ 14

580

1953-59 QEII Complete set of 13 very fine unmounted mint, SG 153/165 Cat £85.

£ 35

581

SAINT KITTS
1938-50 GVI Complete set of 12 very fine unmounted mint, SG 68a/77f Cat £85.

£ 42

SAINT LUCIA

582
1929 (25 Sep) First Flight St Lucia to Porto Rico attractive Roessler cacheted cover printed Lindbergh airmail cover
bearing GV 4c pair tied CASTRIES ST LUCIA 25 SP / 29 CDS cancels, sent via San Juan and backstamped accordingly, 541
£ 85
pieces were carried, very fine.
£8

583

1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted mint, very fine, SG 144/5.

584

1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of two very fine used, SG 144/5.

£ 14

585

Proofs for Leaders of world series Trains from 1984 for all 6 values with full signatures, in 6 folders.

£ 12

586

SAINT VINCENT
1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted mint, very fine, SG 162/3.

£ 13

587

1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of two very fine used, SG 162/3.

£ 16

588

SARAWAK
1948 Royal Silver Wedding $5 brown high value unmounted mint, fine, SG 166. Cat £48.

£ 24

589

1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of two fine lightly mounted mint, fine SG 165/6, cat £48.

£ 16

590

SEYCHELLES
1938-49 GVI Complete set of 25 values to 5r unmounted mint, fresh SG 135/49 Cat £550.

591

1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted mint, very fine, SG 152/3.

£ 13

592

1952 Top Value 10r green Sailfish very fine used CDS cancel, SG 172.

£ 20

£ 275

SIERRA LEONE

593
1935 Silver Jubilee 1d ultramarine and grey-black very fine used FREETOWN CDS showing short extra flagstaff
£ 120
variety, well clear of the postmark, lovely clear example, SG 181b Cat £325.
£ 70
594 1938-44 GVI Complete set of 16 unmounted mint to £1 deep blue, very fresh, SG 188/200 cat £140.
595

1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted mint, 1½d mounted on margin, very fine, SG 203/4.

£ 10

596

1956-61 QEII Complete set of 13 unmounted mint to £1, very fresh, SG 210/222 cat £70.

£ 28

597

SINGAPORE
1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 fine used CDS cancels, SG 31/2.

£ 20

598 EX-estate mainstream mint and used collection on leaves from a huge 1938-1980s collection with useful little nuggets
here and there, jumbled on leaves mainly by reigns includes 1948 P.14 $5 unmounted mint (cat £110 mint), P.17½ x 18 $2 green
and scarlet unmounted mint (cat £90), 1948 RSW set used (cat £50), set U/M (toned cat £110), 1955 $1 & $2 u/m, 1968$2, $5
£ 175
& $10 mint (cat £55), Festival M/S used, plus good range of modern used commems, good cat value.
599

SOLOMON IS.
1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted mint, very fine, SG 75/6.

£6

600

SOMALILAND PROTECTORATE
1938 Berbera Blackhead sheep defins ½a green to 12a red-orange set of 8 different values mainly fine used, SG 93/100.
£ 48

601

1938 Key values Map 1r green and 2r purple both fine used corner CDS or oval regd, SG 101/2.
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£ 75

SOUTH AFRICA
602
1899 (29 Dec) No stamps available Field Post Office 1; Cover to Scotland endorsed 'On active service stamps not
obtainable' cancelled with first distribution FIELD POST OFFICE / BRITISH ARMY S. AFRICA / 1/ 29 DE / 99 CDS from
the Staff Advanced Depot located at De Aar, and on arrival postage due T h/s applied with 1d F.B struck twice in black
£ 48
alongside, various soils and marks and part of flap on reverse missing otherwise sound.

603 1899 (29 Dec) No stamps available Field Post Office 1; Cover to Queensland Australia endorsed 'On active service no
stamps available' cancelled with first distribution FIELD POST OFFICE / BRITISH ARMY S. AFRICA / 1/ 29 DE / 99 CDS
from the Staff Advanced Depot located at De Aar, and on arrival postage due T h/s applied with 1d in black alongside, various
soils and tear at the bottom and two superb backstamps of BRISBANE QUEENSLAND 70 sunburst sideways cancel 29 Jan
£ 175
and DALBY arrival Jan 30. Scarce.
604
1900 (24 Oct) Handwritten permit issued by Francis Skeet Capt S.O. for I to A.I.G. (Royal Dublin Fusiliers, Staff
Captain) allowing The Messrs Pleuman are permitted to go in and out of town at will, 24.X.00, folded three times. Capt. Skeet
became a decorated soldier and organiser of military events around Colesburg stationed at an office there, includes a printout
from the internet of some of his writings around 6th Oct 1900 explain a scare about DeWet and a nice horse ride to Knilforetein
which belongs to the Pleuman family (to which this pass refers) staunch loyal Britishers. Faults but interesting piece of history.
£ 75
605 1900 (8 Sep) Greetings from Pretoria, pictorial postcard on Transvaal 1d postal stationery card uprated with ½d VRI
used to Johannesburg and tied FIELD POST OFFICE / 17 / BRITISH ARMY SERVICE. A few paper or hinge marks otherwise
£ 36
fine.
606 1900 (8 Sep) Reminiscence of the 1895 Revolution, private pictorial postcard of the Australian Brigade on the back on
Transvaal 1d postal stationery card uprated with another 1d used to Johannesburg and tied FIELD POST OFFICE / 17 /
£ 36
BRITISH ARMY SERVICE. A few paper or hinge marks otherwise fine.
607 1900-01 South African War postmarks on small pieces cut square with GB 1d lilacs and few other different values to
3d, incl Army P.O. Natal Field Force 81, Standerton, British Army P.O. 4, 46, 26, 10, 2, B, Heidelberg, Bloemfontein A, etc,
£ 30
intr lot on album page. (15).
608 1931 2d slate-grey and lilac an unmounted mint block of 4 (gum bend) with bottom left stamp showing large doctor blade
£ 40
flaw, very dramatic printing error, SG 44 var.
609 Natal: 1857-61 Embossed relief 3d rose fine used neatly cut square with oval part [P]OST OFFIC[E] cancel in black,
£ 40
sound, SG 4 Cat £400.
£ 20
610 Natal: 1859 3d blue very fine used part London cancel in red, superb looker, SG 10.
611

Natal: 1861 Intermediate P.15 3d blue very fine used incomplete cancel in black, superb looker, SG 11.

£ 22

612
Natal: 1863 6d violet fine used but cut into along the bottom showing part of papermakers watermark N from TH
£ 48
SAUNDERS 1862, pity about the condition but scarce nevertheless SG 24 var.
613 Natal: 1863 6d violet fine used with purple trade cachet (very lightly struck) showing watermark reversed variety, sound
£ 35
SG 24x.
614

Natal: 1863 Thick Paper 1d carmine-red PAIR fine used No.1 numeral cancels and red incomplete postmarks, SG 19.
£ 22

615 Natal: 1863-65 Wmk CC set of shades for 1d brown-red, 1d rose, 1d bright red, 6d lilac & 6d violet and sound fine used,
£ 35
SG 20/4. (5) Cat £183.
£ 50
616 Natal: 1869 6d violet hinged mint very fine with type 7e POSTAGE overprint, fresh, SG 55 Cat £200.
617 Natal: 1869 6d violet very fine used light barred cancel with type 7a POSTAGE overprint, uneven perfs otherwise sound,
£ 26
SG 30 Cat £120.
618
Natal: 1874 Overprinted locally 1d rose sound used heavy incomplete cancel with few tones, POSTAGE overprint
£ 22
applied locally, sound, SG 65 Cat £85.
619 Natal: 1874-99 5s three shades used including 5s maroon nice duplex cancel (ironed crease), 5s rose CDS, 5s carmine
£ 55
fiscal cancel in violet, mainly sound, SG 71/3. Cat £190.
620
£75.

Natal: 1875 1d bright red very fine used light barred numeral '1' cancel with POSTAGE overprint, sound, SG 77 Cat
£ 26

621 Natal: 1913 (17 Apr) Picture Postcard of Native Police Natal holding some formidable beating sticks, addr Durban to
£ 18
Birmingham tied Transvaal 1d DURBAN d/r CDS, few hinge marks, intr.
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622 Postage Dues: 1943-44 Units of three set of 4 values plus 2d both shades fine used CDS cancels, very nice and seldom
£ 75
offered, SG D30/33 & D32a.
SOUTH WEST AFRICA
623 1916 (12 Dec) Opened by Censor 99 printed cover (faults) with 1d red GV defins x 5 example cancelled with German
SWAKOPMUND oval cancels each with DEUTSCHE erased from the postmark slug leaving just POST addr to Berne
Switzerland and PASSED CENSOR C.12 h/s in blue-black. Scarce use of doctored datestamp to cancel South Africa Union
£ 75
adhesives.

624
1916 (13 Oct) Opened by Censor 100 printed cover (faults) with 1d red strip of 3 GV defins cancelled with German
WINDHOEK oval cancels each with DEUTSCHE erased from the postmark slug leaving just POST addr to Berne Switzerland
and PASSED CENSOR C.8 h/s in blue-black. Scarce use of doctored datestamp to cancel South Africa Union adhesives.£ 75
625
1916 (16 Dec) Opened by Censor 99 cover (faults) with 1d red GV defins x 3 example cancelled with German
SWAKOPMUND oval cancels each with DEUTSCHE erased from the postmark slug leaving just POST addr to Berne
Switzerland and PASSED CENSOR C.4 h/s in blue-black. Scarce use of doctored datestamp to cancel South Africa Union
£ 75
adhesives.
626
1916 (27 Nov) Opened by Censor 99 cover (faults) with 2½d blue GV defins x 2 examples cancelled with German
SWAKOPMUND oval cancels each with DEUTSCHE erased from the postmark slug leaving just POST addr to Berne
Switzerland and PASSED CENSOR 16 / 99 h/s in blue-black. Scarce use of doctored datestamp to cancel South Africa Union
£ 75
adhesives.
627 1916 (31 Jul) Small piece with ½d green GV defins x 2 examples cancelled with German WINDHOEK oval cancels each
with DEUTSCHE erased from the postmark slug leaving just POST. Scarce use of doctored datestamp to cancel South Africa
£ 30
Union adhesives.
628 1916 (Dec) Opened by Censor 99 cover (faults) with 1d red strip of 3 GV defins cancelled with German WINDHOEK
oval cancels each with DEUTSCHE erased from the postmark slug leaving just POST addr to Berne Switzerland and PASSED
£ 75
CENSOR 16 / 99 h/s in blue-black. Scarce use of doctored datestamp to cancel South Africa Union adhesives.
629
1917 (28 Feb) Opened by Censor 100 Rudolf Schulter, Windhuk printed cover (mainly fine) with 1d red GV defin
cancelled with German WINDHOEK oval cancels each with DEUTSCHE erased from the postmark slug leaving just POST addr
£ 75
locally. Scarce use of doctored datestamp to cancel South Africa Union adhesives.
SPAIN

630 1850-1920s Mainly imperfs collection in a stockbook many used duplicated for first issues 1850 6c black (9), 1851 6c
black (3), 1852 6c pink (4), 1853 6c pink small part o.g. (cat £550 mint), 1855 to 1r blue, 2r purple (2), 1860 incl 12c red on
£ 80
buff (2), 1r & 2r, plus many more to 1870s. Attractive lot.
631 Mellila: (Spanish Enclave in Morocco) attractive collection of Military stamps, for 1893 Arms (4), 1894 arms, 1894
Major states (6 diff), Marine (7), 1894 Cavalerie (8), 1st Infantry Corps (8), 2ns Infantry Corps (8), 3rd Infantry (6), Foteresse
Infantry (5), plus block of 9, Imperf block of 8 etc, interesting material as opinion is divided over whether these were bogus or
actually used by the military in this Spanish enclave (Indeed Morocco still claims authority over the three enclaves of Mellila,
£ 175
Ceuta & Perijil). 70 items.
632

SUDAN
1938 Air surcharge set of 4 CDS used, key 3p on 3½p is very fine, SG 74/77.

£ 24

633 A selection of twenty covers and postcards. Includes 1931 first flight Khartoum to Cape Town 1931 first flight Khartoum
£ 40
to London and 1954 registered cover cancelled Sennar Junction in violet. Very nice collection.
634

SWAZILAND
1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted mint, 10s bottom margin plate 1a example, very fine, SG 46/7. £ 22
SWITZERLAND

635 Early assembly in a old time club booklet with useful mainly used assembly later issues to 10f, Sitting Helvetias to 50c
£ 36
used perf issues, 1f gold (STC £500), Standing Helvetias to 1fr etc, huge cat value, useful pickings.
636 International Organisations: Int. Labor Office; 1923 Twenty Eight of 30 values all fine used CDS examples includes
the scarce top values complete including both 5f blue (1923 & 1928 Dark Blue printings), both 10f values (cat £425), just needs
£ 200
60c & scarce 3f brown to complete, fine, (28) Cat £800.
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637 International Organisations: League of Nations; 1922 Thirty Four values all fine used CDS examples includes the scarce
top values complete (except 3f brown) including both 5f blue (1923 & 1928 Dark Blue printings), both 10f values (cat £425),
£ 240
plus extras, just needs 3f brown & fine, (36) Cat £965.
THAILAND

638 2001-2005 A mint and used assembly jumbled in display pockets in a binder includes better noted miniature sheets u/m,
2004 Jasmine sheet of 20, ASEAN sheet of 20, Princess sheet of 20, 2004 Queen gold and silver FDC, Train sheet of 20, Unseen
£ 60
sheet of 20, 2005 Insects sheet etc, plus extra FDCs, colourful lot.
TRINIDAD
639 1859 Imperf 6d green attractive two margin neatly cut fine used example just touching on other two sides, SG 28 Cat
£ 40
£425.

640

1859 Pin Perf 13½-4 1s purple-slate very fine used with perfs on two sides, neat and scarce example, SG 44 Cat £800.
£ 80

641

1863-80 4d grey & 4d bluish grey both hinged mint part original gum, and lovely fresh colours, SG 71/71a. Cat £250.
£ 50

642 1879 ½d mauve left side marginal surcharge hinged mint fresh original gum showing watermark sideways variety, fresh
£ 22
colour, SG 99a. Cat £50.
£ 60
643 1882 Wmk CA 4d bluish grey hinged mint fresh original gum, fresh colour, SG 102. Cat £200.
644
1900 1d dull purple and rose Type II oval 0 in O variety hinged mint, diagonal crease otherwise sound, normal for
£ 65
comparison, SG 115/6 Cat £325.
645 1901-06 5s lilac and mauve, 5s deep purple and mauve both hinged mint, fresh pair, SG 132/132a cat £160. £ 65
TRINIDAD & TOBAGO
646 1851-1948 An old time valuable collection from Britannia's by different printings to 1949 UPU mint and used better
throughout including 1851-53 1d blue (pair mint, 3 singles mint), 1d red pair and 3 singles mint (shades), 1860 1d red mint (3),
1854-57 incl mint pair, and singles (4), used x 5 in nice postmarks, 1859 to 1s used, 1860, 1861, 1862, 1863 vals for diff
printings, 1863-75 to 1s, 1869 5s used (2 shades), 1872 to 1s yellow, 1883 to 1s mint, 1894 5s rose mint (tones), 1896-1900
to 1s mint plus 10s ovptd Specimen (toned) mint, 1902 to 1s mint, 1922-28 values to 5s mint, 1935 SJ set m, 1938 set to $4.80
mint, set used, 1948 RSW set m, few officials and postage dues etc. Some mixed condition otherwise a very useful lot with high
£ 275
catalogue value.

647 1935 (23 Mar) Attractive OHMS printed registered cover to London bearing new currency pictorial defins 2c, 6c & 8c
tied REGISTRATION GPO TRINIDAD CDS cancels, embossed Government of Trinidad on reverse flap, very pretty, SG 231,
£ 20
233 & 234.
648 1935 New Currency pictorial defins 1c to 24c complete in mint / unmounted mint BRADBURY WILKINSON IMPRINT
£ 80
bottom marginal blocks of four, plus 48c & 72c imprint singles all fine, SG 230/236 Cat £202. (30).
£ 55
649 1938-44 GVI Complete set of 14 unmounted mint to $4.80, very fresh, SG 246/56 cat £110.
650

1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 fine used, sound, SG 259/60, cat £48.

£ 18

651

1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted mint, sound, SG 259/60, cat £30 mint.

£ 15

652

1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted mint, very fine, SG 259/60.

£ 15

653

1953-59 Complete set of 12 unmounted mint to $4.80, very fresh, SG 267/278a cat £40.

£ 20

654

TRISTAN DA CUNHA
1952 10s purple top value nice CDS used, SG 12.

£ 16

655

TURKS & CAICOS ISLS.
1938-45 Complete set of 14 to 10s mainly nice CDS used copies, SG 194/205.

£ 25

656

1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted mint, very fine, SG 208/9.

657

UGANDA
1898-1902 QV mint range of seven values incl 3a grey both shades, 4a & 6a, 5r brown wrinkled mint, SG 91. STC £174.
£ 28

£7

658 1898-1922 Revenues useful assembly of 11 different items noted Inland Revenue QV 1a red, 5r brown, Uganda Revenue
£ 55
GV 1912-1918 25c, 50c (2 diff), 1r, 2r & 3r (faults), 1922 2d purple and 10s blue, nice little group.
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659

UNITED NATIONS
Extensive collection of FDC's, cards, airmails etc in large binder.Approx 300 items.

£ 25

UNITED STATES
660 B* BOXFILE - Modern ranges including nice range of Unmounted mint panes and sheetlets from 1980s-90s some still
£ 50
in original packaging, also some earlier mint & used, mint packs in stockbook, good face value, 100s.

661 B* Plate blocks of four in dozens of packets unmounted mint, mainly for 1930s to 1960s, about 20 different duplicated
£ 28
stock, approx 400 blacks with good cat value.
662 1885 Fancy cork cancel (4 quarters) MOULTON to PA bearing nice CDS of May 27 and cork cancel alongside on 2c
£ 15
brown postal stationery cover, arrived June 1st, few minor defects otherwise nice cover.
663 1893 Columbus mint, part o.g. and unused range of 13 values in very mixed condition incl tears, foxing and creases,
£ 130
better values including $1 salmon,plus used range to 5c. (22)
664 1930 Graf Zeppelin $1.30 fine unmounted mint (never hinged), usual gum bend otherwise pristine, Scott C14. £ 250
665

1930 Graf Zeppelin 65c green fine unmounted mint (never hinged), usual gum bend otherwise pristine, Scott C13.
£ 100

666 Offices in China: 1922 4c on 2c carmine original gum unmounted mint (never hinged) a superb example, very fresh, Scott
£ 100
K18 Cat $210.
667
Stockcards with a 19th century to 1930s range of mixed defins and commems, incl 1894 to $1 (faults, tones), 1893
£ 25
Columbus to 50c (faults, tones), 1898 Omaha to 10c (mixed), precancels, Washington defins etc. Good cat value.
668

ZANZIBAR
1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted mint, very fine, SG 333/4.

£ 12

GREAT BRITAIN

669 B* CARTON Accumulation with QV to modern mint and used on leaves, in stockbooks binders etc, heavy lot, 1000s.
£ 40
670 B* COTSWOLD Covers - 2000-2002 Loose accumulation in box of neatly hand written First Day Covers from 1999
to 2002 includes defins, miniature sheets (2002 Stamp Show Matthews M/S), many commem sets, mostly with special cancels,
£ 24
plus some earlier FDCs and other non related, lovely lot with good quantity.
671 B* COTSWOLD Covers - Accumulation in five binders of neatly hand written First Day Covers from 1960s to 1999
includes 1977 High Values, 1993 £10 Britannia, many commem sets, mostly with special cancels, lovely lot with good quantity.
£ 100
672 B* FIRST DAY COVERS - Accumulation in a heavy carton with mainly 1970s-80s material, good quantity, 100s.
£ 30
673 B* HEAVY CARTON accumulation QV to modern mint and used on leaves, in stockbooks odd better noted including
QV 1841 1d imperfs (30+), 1960s FDCs, EDVII to 1s used on leaves, Guernsey 1969 set mint, Westminster binder etc, heavy
£ 60
lot, 1000s.
674 1840-1970 Useful collection including 1840 1d black (2, three margin and two margins), 1840 2d blue (2 margin), 1841
1d (6), 2d blue (3), 1854-57 2d (3), 1858-64 1d plates run almost complete to 222, 1858 2d plates (8), 1870 ½d (11), 1½d (2),
1856 4d rose (3), 6d lilac (2), 1862 3d (2), 4d red (4), 9d bistre (short corner), 1867 6d lilac (3), 2s blue (2), 2½d rosy-mauve
(12), 1880s ranges to 1s orange-brown (CDS but faults), 1883 2/6 (2), 5s rose (2), 10s ultramarine (2, very faulty), 1887 to 1s,
£ 525
1902 to 2/6, GV to 2/6, etc, huge cat value, very mixed condition with many nice pickings.
675 1840-1980 A superb almost new KA-BE printed hingeless album for the period, also contains mainly mint commems
for 1960s-1980 periods, some used earlier incl 1934 Re-engraved set, etc, huge album, expensive new, very fine new project.
£ 50
676

1841 2d blue BA Pl.4 3½ margins very fine used with A showing burring, attractive example, SG 14.

£ 26

677
1841 2d blue imperf selection on album page mostly 1844 type numeral cancels with varying margins, includes 10
£ 55
singles, five pairs incl one pair with MX cancels, and one pair showing guideline through value variety. (20).
678 1841 2d blue NH two margin example neatly cancelled with good strike of blue 1844 type numeral cancel, cut into on
£ 85
left side otherwise sound, Cat £1000.
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679
1841 2d blue PAIR JF-JG fine used with margins on two sides, touching into on two other sides, showing burrs and
£ 28
transfers along the bottom cancelled indistinct black oval postmark. Nice varieties.
680 1841 2d blue PAIR OD-OE fine used with margins on two sides, touching into on two other sides, cancelled black MX
£ 22
postmark. Nice varieties.
£ 30
681 1841 2d blue PK fine used with four large margins and '10' numeral cancel stated to be plate 3, very fine.
682 1841 2d blue QA fine used with four large margins and black MX cancel, cancel stated to be plate 3, showing guideline
£ 30
in NE corner variety, very fine.
683 1841 2d blue RB fine used with four good margins and '1' numeral cancel stated to be plate 3, showing recut R variety,
£ 30
very fine.
684 1841 2d blue strips of three LA-LC & 2nd strip CD-CF both used with only some margins on two sides, cut into on other
£ 35
sides, cancelled black numerals 13 or 84 postmarks.
685 1841 2d blue vertical PAIR SG-TG with three good margins all round plus close to touching on left side, tied '5' numeral
£ 60
cancels and left frame showing roller transfer, few tones otherwise fine, SG Spec. ES14m.
£ 24
686 1841 2d deep blue AJ fine used with four close to large margins and black numeral cancel, very fine.
687

1841 2d pale blue BD fine used with four even margins and black numeral cancel, very fine.

£ 28

688 1841-1864 2d blue collection in stockbook with some better fine used and or printings including 1841 2d blue (24 plus
four pairs), 1854-57 perf stars for diff printings (25+), 1858-64 plates some mixed used but many nice copies with some
£ 1250
identified. (Approx 250). Enormous catalogue value (£7500+).
689 1843-95 A selection of fifty-five Queen Victoria postcards and covers with 1d pinks. Includes Hoddesdon squared circle,
£ 30
numeral 351 (Helston) and Sunderland.
690 1845-46 CORUNNA P & O Postal service; exceptionally rare 1845 Entire Letter (22 April) to London with CORUNNA
AP 22 / 1845 arc cancel in black (very scarce) and CORUNA / GALICIA double ring CDS in blue in bottom left corner and
manuscript charge mark 2/2, part London arrival backstamp, filing folds but a rare item seldom seen. The P & O service to and
from Corunna was meant to provide a convenient service to Madrid. It opened in April 1845 and used for a short period only
£ 350
a black handstamp. The colour was changed to red in due course which is less scarce.
691 1845-46 CORUNNA P & O Postal service; exceptionally rare 1846 Entire Letter (12 Oct) to London with CORUNNA
OC 12 / 1846 arc cancel in red (scarce) and manuscript charge mark 2/2, and London arrival ND 8OC18 / 1846 backstamp in
red, filing fold but a rare item seldom seen. The P & O service to and from Corunna was meant to provide a convenient service
to Madrid. It opened in April 1945 and used for a short period only a black handstamp. The colour was changed to red in due
£ 300
course which is less scarce.
692

1854 2d deep blue pl.4 fine used BK very well centred SG 19.

£ 25

693

1854 2d deep blue pl.4 fine used JF quite well centred showing blue ink blob under E of postage. SG 19.

£ 28

694

1855 2d blue fine used PC very well centred, SG 27. Cat £450.

£ 80

695

1855 2d blue pl.4 fine used GF very well centred, few pulled perfs along the top, SG 23. Cat £225.

£ 26

696

1855 2d blue pl.5 fine used SK very well centred SG 20a. Cat £350.

£ 48

697

1855 2d deep blue pl.5 fine used HI very well centred and superb perfs, SG 20a. Cat £350.

£ 65

698

1857 2d blue pl.6 State 2 AF with re-entry perf 16, scarce fine used & well centred taken 'as is', SG Spec. F8c. £ 40

699
1867 Wmk MX 5s pale rose plate 2, sound fine used neat '87' numeral duplex, well centred and sound, SG 127 Cat
£ 120
£1200.
700 1870 3d rose plate 6 hinged mint original gum example, mainly fine and fresh, small tone on left otherwise sound, SG
£ 100
103 Cat £550.
701 1873-99 A selection of 19 postcards and cover mostly ½d with Scottish Postmarks. Includes St. Enoch Square Glasgow,
£ 20
Dumfries and very rare Mintlaw Station.
702 1884-97 A selection of 17 postcards and cover mostly with ½d's with London area postmarks including Hooded Circle.
£ 28
Plus ten covers with London Squared Circle Postmarks including one from the Lyceum Theatre.
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703
1890-1964 Plain and illustrated First Day Covers in cover sleeves including 1890 Jubilee plain unused card and
envelope, 1911 1st UK Aerial Post brownish purple printed env (few tones, corner crease Retail £80+), 1936 EDVIII set 3 &
1d on two covers with Willesden first day machine marks, 1937 GVI 1½d on 1st day London slogan, ½d & 1d on cover machine
cancel (tones), 1937 Coronation, 1940 Stamp Cent. 3d purple, 1951 Festival set 2, 1953 Coronation illus., 1964 Shakespeare
£ 100
illus special Stratford CDS's, high cat lot (23).
704
1892-99 A selection of 14 postcards and covers with various London postmarks including Newspaper Branch CDS
£ 20
types.
705 1896-02 A selection of 13 postcards, cover and wrapper mostly with ½d's with London postmarks including Surbiton
£ 12
B.O. and Battersea.
706 1902-1910 Twenty King Edward VII postcards with ½d greens. Plus fifteen other postcards/wrappers with 1d reds and
½d green postal stationery. Includes Longfield squared circle, 1903 card to Canada, 1904 card with Staines cds and 1906
£ 20
Manchester wrapper.
707 1910-35 A selection of approx. sixty postcards and covers. Includes KGV two 1d red on 1936 Port Sudan cover, 1918
½d with Staines cancel, 1920 1d red with Margate cancel, KGV 1½d posted on the high seas and 1932 reg. cover from Charing
£ 35
Cross.
708
1935- Mainly unmounted mint sets on Hagners including 1948 RSW set, 1953 Coronation set, 1960s-1970 mostly
£ 40
complete for ordinary sets, fine.
709 1936 King Edward VIII 1 Sept typed fdc with ½d, 1½d and 2½d and ½d green on fdc with block of four 1½d brown on
£ 45
reg. fdc
710 1936 King Edward VIII 1 Sept typed FDC with ½d, 1½d and 2½d with 14 Sept typed fdp/c with 1d red. SG 457-460.
£ 85
Cat value £330.
£ 12
711 1937 King George VI Coronation 1½d marone on typed first day cover from Acton, SG 461.
712 1939 10s dark blue hinged mint showing DOT ON SCROLL variety, hinge remains but nice clear variety, fine, SG Spec
£ 160
Q32d Cat £350.
713 1939 10s dark blue unmounted mint showing RETOUCHED MEDALLION variety, small gum bend otherwise nice clear
£ 160
variety, fine, SG Spec Q32C Cat £350.
714

1940 Centenary of first adhesive stamp May 6th 1940 set of six on first day cover, with Red cross cancel. SG 479-484
£ 20

715 1946 Block of four 2½d ultramarine and block of four 3d violet King George VI Victory stamps on two first day covers.
£ 20
SG 491-492
716 1953 Coronation set of 4 in blocks of 4. two top stamps hinged mint, to bottom stamps unmounted mint, fine. £ 12
717 1955 Waterlow set of 4 in vertical unmounted mint pairs, 2/6 is bottom left corner marginal showing right angle sheet
£ 100
marks, 10s is left marginal, few gum bends otherwise fine, SG 536/9 Cat £500.
£ 25
718 1961 Centenary of Post Office Savings Bank set of three on first day cover. SG 623-625
719

1989 £1.90 Greetings booklets (2) each with Cylinders B1A/G in left hand selvedge, SG spec FX10. Cat £60+. £ 20

720 1993 Britannia used mainly CDS examples on paper, a few with contemporary ink marks, wrinkles etc, (10 examples).
£ 20
SG 1658 Cat £120.
721 1999 Illustrated colour cover commemorating 80 years since the end of World War I with Allied Victory Medal (copy)
£ 10
issued by Benham
722 A selection of 23 British stamps on two cards. All stamps clean and with crisp cancels. Includes 1883 2½d lilac and 5d
£ 20
dull green plus KEVII and KGV.
723 A selection of approx. fifty five Queen Victoria mostly ½d brown wrappers. Includes Newport to Mexico, Liverpool to
Portugal and Lincoln to France. Includes 1896 with 2½D Jubilee to France readdressed many times and some unused UPU
£ 25
postcards.
724 A selection of approx. sixty five covers with machine cancels from the 1930's to the 1990's. Includes 1961 Billy Graham
£ 25
at Maine Road Stadium slogan, 1940 ½d Eat Pork Pies and 1963 0/3 from the BBC.
725 A selection of approx. thirty modern covers and postcards. Includes 2008 Pitcairn Study Group cover with autograph,
1989 Aberdulais Falls FDC with autograph, 1992 Liverpool versus Genoa UEFA cup cover and 1975 International air day
£ 18
special postmark.
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726 A selection of approx. two hundred postal machine cancel pieces and covers. Includes 1955 Fly BEA to Switzerland,
£ 20
1960 Men of the Church slogan and 1968 Guardian Assurance.
727
A selection of eighty Queen Elizabeth II used registered letters a mix of pre-decimal and decimal includes values
£ 30
interesting postmark interest includes, Edinburgh, Wakefield and Aberdeen.
728 A selection of eighty-five Queen Victoria ½d brown postal stationery postcards including ten unused. Includes Ipswich
£ 35
squared circle, Chelsea and Wavertree Liverpool.
729
A selection of fifty-five Queen Elizabeth II used registered letters a mix of pre-decimal and decimal includes values
£ 25
interesting postmark interest includes, Kilmarnock, Glasgow and Sutton Hill.
730 A selection of forty-four postcards with special cancellations KEVII to KGVI. A number of Paquebot, Army Post Office
£ 25
and slogan cancels. Includes KGV 1925 British Empire Expo, 1916 passed by censor and 1938 Port Sudan.
731 A selection of thirty covers and postcards with various stamps and cancels. Includes 1947 National Stamp Exhibition,
1952 Southampton Philatelic Congress, Hull 1942 cover with ""item could not be delivered because addressee is reported
£ 25
deceased"" and 1944 censored cover return to sender.
732 A selection of thirty-five Queen Victoria covers and postcards. A mix of 1d letter cards and 1d lilacs interesting postmark
£ 20
interest. Includes Conway, Sandwich and Leeds.
733 A selection of thirty-two Queen Victoria ½d mauve postal stationery postcards. Interesting postmark interest includes
£ 18
Newton-Abbot, Oxford and Welshpool.
734 A selection of twenty-eight Queen Victoria registered letters including uprated 1d lilacs. Interesting postmark interest
£ 35
including, Edinburgh, Birmingham and London.
735 Approx. one hundred QEII covers a mixture includes 1975 Aldershot air show, 1971 delayed by Post office strike, 1956
£ 35
cover to Patrick Buchan-Hepburn MP and a number of first day covers.
736
Approx. sixty letters removed from covers from the 19th century onwards. Includes some from St James's Rectory
Piccadilly, 1868 cover from The Treasury with reference to Benjamin Disraeli. Who knows what interesting material good be
£ 35
enclosed.
737 College Stamps: Keble College London 1882 Without imprint (½d) ultramarine unused example x 33 examples unused
£ 130
no gum and 14 are marginal examples. Hard to find in any quantity. SG Spec. CS10.
738
College Stamps: Mixed range of 11 examples mainly unused on a stockcard includes Oxon Colt Exon, Coll. Mert,
£ 22
Selwyn, St John's Messenger (3), Queen's, Souls, Keble, some tones or minor faults otherwise sound (11).
739 Control singles hinged mint 1911-12 Mackennal ½d green (6) & 1d red B12, mainly all fine. Nice group. (7). £ 16
740 Control singles hinged mint duplicated collection on a stockcard mostly for 1912-24 1d red issue includes both perf and
£ 44
imperf margins for approx 12 different control singles out of 22 examples, mainly all fine. Nice group. (22).
741 Control singles hinged mint duplicated collection on a stockcard mostly for 1912-24 1½d red-brown issue includes both
perf and imperf margins for approx 10 different control singles out of 12 examples, mainly all fine. Nice group. (12). £ 24
742 Control singles hinged mint duplicated collection on a stockcard mostly for 1912-24 2d orange issue includes both perf
£ 15
and imperf margins for 5 different control singles Q21, B24, Q20, R21, S21, mainly all fine. Nice group. (5).
743 Control singles hinged mint duplicated collection on two Hagner pages mostly for 1912-24 ½d green issue includes both
perf and imperf margins for approx 25 different control singles out of 79 examples, mainly all fine B & C13 to P20. Nice group.
£ 160
(79).
744 Eleven Queen Victoria 1d reds on covers. Includes two with black Maltese cross cancels and Scots Local Cross on 1857
£ 40
cover to Kirkcudbright. Includes opened cover with two 1d reds from Limerick to England.
745 Fifteen pre stamp entires plus a free font includes 5/9 in red on entire to Florence, 1829 entire with red crown cancel to
£ 30
Dublin and included is entire from Boston USA to London.
746 Postage Dues: Small mainly fine used range noted SG D12, D16 (pair cat £90), D31, D51 pair, D54 pair. (9 stamps).
£ 20
STC £150.
747
Selection of three QEII covers with 1960's postage due includes pair 6d and 8d. Plus cover with insufficient address
cachet and two with posted in wrong post-box. Plus 1880's 22p to pay. Five covers with 1970's postage due and two not known
£ 20
1990 covers/
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748 Six Queen Victoria covers. Includes book post wrapper with 2d blue, 1899 opened cover with 1d lilac readdressed four
times, 1884 mourning cover with 2½d lilac, 1884 cover with 3d lilac from Liverpool and 1884 Torquay mourning cover with
£ 40
2½d blue plate 23. Plus 2½d blue plate 18 on cover from Liverpool to Canada.
749
Stockbook 1840-QEII Very mixed assembly in a smaller stockbook with better throughout including 1840 1d black
(poor), 1840 2d blue (1-2 margins), 1841 2d blue (3), 1854 2d blue (2), 1847 Embossed 6d mauve with 4 good margins (hard
to get) but large tear, 10d red-brown 2 margins, 1856 4d, 6d f.u., 1862 to 1s incl 9d bistre sound used, 2½d rosy-mauve (13)
£ 350
plates, 1900 QV 1s green and carmine mint, EDVII to 1s, etc, huge cat value.
750
Ten GB covers with Paquebot and posted at sea cancels. Includes 1938 British India Line with Victoria Hong Kong
£ 25
cancel, KGV 1920 from Port Said with letter enclosed. Also included New Zealand anniversary of HMS Bounty.
751
Well filled stockbook of used material with hundreds of different commems, many fine used in a well filled 26 sided
£ 12
stockbook plus few FDCs, also 1977 Jubilee mint omnibus sets in a binder.
GREAT BRITAIN - CHANNEL IS

752
1948 Third Anniversary of Liberation illustrated colour 10 May 1948 typed first day cover. SG C1-C2. Very minor
£ 12
crease.
GREAT BRITAIN - GUERNSEY
753 1940 (27 Dec) 1940 Stamp Centenary 2d orange bisected on four plain postcards sent locally, two from top of the stamp,
£ 60
two from the bottom, mainly fine. (4).

754 1941-44 Wartime Arms issues incl Blue banknote set of 2 u/m, and three covers incl ½d green blk of 4 plus single, 1d
£ 25
& 2½d few tones otherwise fine.
755

GREAT BRITAIN - OFFICIALS
Army: 1901 QV 6d purple on rose hinged mint showing broken A in ARMY variety, SG O45 CAT £110.

£ 40

756 Collection on leaves with some better including Inland Revenue QV 6d grey f.u. (cat £140), 1901 QV 6d purple on rose
red f.u. (cat £150), Army; 1901 QV 6d mint (cat £110), Office of Works; 1896 1d lilac vfu (cat £150), 1902 EDVII ½d f.u. (cat
£180), Govt Parcels; QV 1883 1½d, 6d green (colour gone, cat £1400), 9d green (heavy used, short corner with lovely colour,
cat £1200), 1s orange-brown (2, one with short corner), 1887-90 'set' used (cat £500), 6d purple on rose CDS used (cat £75),
1891-1900 'set' used (cat £630), 1902 EDVII 6d used (cat £60), 9d & 1s used (cat £535), Board of Education EDVII ½d & 1d
£ 400
used (cat £80), etc, taken as is, STC £6100+.
757 Fine used group including Govt. Parcels 1888 9d dull purple and blue rubber CDS used (2, cat £240), 1½d, 6d, 2d &
£ 40
1d all used (cat £183), etc, (20).

End of Auction - Thank You
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